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4. Noise Control. M. Rettinger. Re
vised and enlarged into a separate
volume. Covers noise and noise
reduction, measurement and con
trol. Several graphs and charts.
1977. App. 400 pages. $22.50

2. Sound Recording. John M.
Eargle. A graphic, non-mathemati
cal treatment of recording devices,
systems and techniques, and their
applications. Covers psychoacous
tics; physical acoustics; console
automation;signalprocessing;mon
itor loudspeakers;basicmicrophone
types;audiocontrol systems;stereo
phonic and quadraphonic sound;
magnetic and disk recording; and
devices used to modify basic re
corded sounds. 320 pages.$16.95

38.Television Broadcasting:Equip
ment, Systems,andOperating Fun
damenta ls. Harold E. Ennes. An
extensive text covering fundamen
tals of the entire television broad
casting system. Discusses NTSC
color systems,camera chains, sync
generators, recording systems,
mobile and remote telecasts, tv
antenna systems.Excellent for new
technicians and operators and asa
source of valuable-reference data
for practicing technicians. Tables,
glossary, exercises and answers.
656 pages. $16.95

39. Reference Datafor Radio Engi
neers. ITT Staff. 5th Ed. The latest
edition of one of the most popular
reference books for radioand elec
tronics engineers, as well as for
libraries and schools. Complete,
comprehensive reference material
with tables,formulas,standardsand
circuit information. 45 chapters,
1,196 pages with hundreds of
charts, nomographs, diagrams,
curves. tables and illustrations.
Coversnewdataonmicro-miniature
electronics, switching networks,
quantum electronics. etc. $30.00

BOOKS FOR AUDIO ENGINEERS

Bookcase-------------,Quan.Quan. Quan. Quan. Quan.
Please indicate the number
of copies of each title you
want and enclose check or
money order for the total
amount. In New York State,
add applicable sales tax.
Outside U.S.A.add $1.00
per book. Allow several
weeks for delivery. Address
your order to:
Sagamore Publishing Co.
1120Old Country Road
Plainview, New York 11803 .

_1 _10 _19 _28 _37
_2 _11 _20 _29 _38
_3 _12 _21 _30 _39
_4 _13 _22 _31 _40
_5 _14 _23 _32 _41
_6 _15 _24 _33 _42
_7 _16 _25 _34 _43
_8 _17 _26 _35 _44
_9 _18 _27 _36 _45

Total payment enclosed $ (Include N.Y.S.sales tax if
applicable, or $1.00 per book foreign.)

20.The Audio Cyclopedia (2nded.).
Dr. Howard M. Tremaine. Here isthe
complete audio reference library in
a single, updated volume. This re
vised edition provides the most
comprehensive information on
every aspect of the audio art. It cov
ers the latest audio developments,
includingthe mostrecentsolid-state
systemsand integratedcircuits,and
spans all subjects in the fields of
acoustics,recording, and reproduc
tion with more than 3,400 related
topics. Each topic can be instantly
locatedby a unique indexand refer
ence system.More than 1,600 illus
trations and schematics help made
complicated topics masterpiecesof
clarity. 1,760 pages. Hardbound.

$39.95

1. The Technique of the Sound I . . 33. Noise Reduction. Beranek.
Studio.Alec Nisbett. A handbookon City, State, Zip IDesigned for the engineer with no
radio and recording techniques L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..1 special training in acoustics, this
whose described principles are 24. Basic Electronic Instrument 31. Solid-State Electronics. Hib- practicaltext on noisecontrol treats
equally applicabl~ to film and tele- Handbook. Edited by Clyde F. bard. A basic course for engineers the natureof soundand itsmeasure
vision sound.60 diagrams,glossary, Coombs, Jr., Hewlett-Packard co. and technicians, and an extremely ment.,fundamentals.ofnc:i1secontrol,
index. 264 pages.Clothbound. Aone-volumetime-andeffort-saver practical reference book for anyone entena, and case.h1ston~s.Covers

$14.50 offering a basic reference back- who wants to acquire a good, gen- advanced topics in the field. 1960,
ground for all instruments. Here's eral understanding of semi- 752 pages. $32.85
complete information on how to get conductor principles. Features
the greatest benefit from available questionsand answers,problemsto
devices, how to buy the best instru- solve. 1968. 169 pages. $16.50
ment for specific needs. Reduces
chances of costly errors. An excel- 16. Magnetic Recording. Chas. E.
lent source for the beginner, tech- Lowman. A valuable reference
nician, non-electrical engineering guide to the technology ofmagnetic
scientific and technical personnel.¡· recorders used in audio recording,
800 pages. Hardbound. $32.50 broadcast and closed-circuit TV,

instrument recording andcomputer
data systems. Includes the latest
information on cassette and cart
ridge recorders;TV recorders;direct
and FM signal electronics from low
to wideband;servo-control and sig
nal record/playback circuitry; cap
stan,reel,and head-drum servosfor
longitudinal, rotary, helicalscan,and
disc recorders.Glossary,index.bib
liographical information.274 pages.

$22.50

25. Operational Amplifiers-Design
and Applications. Burr-Brown Re
search Corp. A comprehensive new
work devoted entirely to every as
pect of selection, use, and design
of op amps - from basic theory to
specific applications.Circuit design
techniques include i.e. op amps.
Applications cover linear and non
linear circuits, A/D conversion
techniques, active filters. signal
generation, modulation and de
modulation. Complete test circuits
and methods. 474 pages. $24.50

37. Television Broadcasting: Sys
tems Maintenance. Harold E.
Ennes. A thorough treatment of
modern television maintenance
practice, covering maintenance of
the tv broadcasting system from
switcher inputsto antenna.Discuss
es theory and operation of systems,
testsand measurements, including
proof of performancefor both visual
and·aural portionsof the installation.
624 pages. $16.95

5.Sound Recording Practice.John
Barwick. Comprehensivehandbook
designed for the user of studio and
electronic equipment. Articles by
British experts on the studio and
control room; on recording techni
ques for speech, drama, classical,
etc.; special problems of broadcast
ing, television, disc and tape manu
facture. 1976. 440 pages. $35.15

3. Acoustic Design. M. Rettinger.
New, THIRD edition, completely
revised.Covers roomacousticsand
room design, with many practical
examples. 1977. 287 pages.

$19.50

28.Environmental Acoustics. Leslie
L. Doe/le. Applied acoustics for
people in environmental noisecon
trol who lack specialized acoustical
training,with basic,comprehensible,
practical information for solving
straightforward problems. Explains
fundamental concepts with a mini
mum of theory. Practical applica
tions are stressed, acoustical pro
pertiesof materialsandconstruction
are listed, actual installations with
photos and drawings are included.
Appendixes illustrate details of 53
wall types and 32 floor plans. and
other useful data. 246 pages.

$27.00

32. Circuit Design for Audio AM/
FM, and TV. Texas Instruments.
Texas InstrumentsElectronics Ser
ies. Emphasizing time- and cost
saving procedures, this book dis
cusses advances in design and
application as researched and de
veloped by Tl communications
applications engineers. 1967. 352
pages. $23.50

35. An Alphabetical Guide to
Motion Picture, Television, and
Videotape Productions. Levitan.
This all-inclusive authoritative en
cyclopedia is a practical source of
information about techniques of all
kinds usedfor makingand process
ing film and tv presentations. Pro
fusely illustrated, with full technical
information on materialsand equip
ment processes and techniques,
lighting, color balance, special
effects, animation procedures, len
ses and filters, high-speed photo
graphy, etc. 1970. 480 pages.

$34.45
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"Unequivocally, this is by
far the best text on micro
phones we 've ever seen. " - Stereo
"So well written that it can be
clearly understood by a non-technical
person; for the professional it will prob
ably be one of the most-used books in his
reference library. " - Journal of the SMPTE

And the rave reviews go on and
on. "At last ... a decent book on
microphones," said David Lane
Josephson in Audio. "Excellent
chapters on various aspects of
microphones, which are discussed
in great detail," said Werner Freitag
in The Journal of the AES.
They're applauding Microphones:
Design and Application, by Lou
Burroughs, who has written this
practical, non-theoretical reference
manual for everyone involved in
the application of microphones
for tv, motion pictures, recording
and sound reinforcement.
Twenty-six fact-packed chapters
cover the field of microphones
from physical limitations, electro
acoustic limitations, maintenance
and evaluation to applications,
accessories and associated
equipment. Each chapter is
crammed with experience-tested,
detailed information, and clear,
precise diagrams and illustrations
that complement the text.
Along with down-to-earth advice
on trouble-free microphone
applications, Lou Burroughs
unfolds dozens of invaluable
secrets learned during his more
than three decades of achievement
in the field. He solves the practical

"The chapter headings give a clear
idea of the down-to-earth contents
of the book ... each chapter contains
advice, direction, suggestions and ,
warnings couched in the clearest
and most unambiguous language
possible." (Journal of theSMPTE.)
Here are all 26 chapters.
Microphone Techniques
The Polar Response of the Microphone
Microphone Types
Microphone Loading
Rating Microphone Seasitivity
Microphone Overload ·
Proximity Effect
Temperature and Humidity Extremes
Microphones Electrically Out of Phase ·
Microphone Interference
Acoustic Phase Cancellation and the

Single Microphone
Micróphone Maintenance (this chapter
alone "is worth the price of the book"
said D.F. Mikes inAudiovisual
Instruction)
Comparing Microphones with Dissimilar

Polar Patterns .
The Monitor Speaker
Wide-Range vs. Controlled-Range

Frequency Response
Choosing Between and Omni-Directioaal

and a Cardioid Microphone
The Omni-Directional Microphone for

Orchestral Pickups ~ ·
Assembling a Superior Bi-Directional

Microphone .
The Two-to-One Ratio
Miking for the Drama· .
Miking the Theatre for Audience Reaejíon
Wind Screens ·
Microphones on Booms
Acoustic Separators and the

Omni-Directional Microphone
The Hand-Held Microphone
The Lavalier Microphone

problems you meet in everyday
situations, such as:
•When would you choose a
cardioid, omni-directional,
or bi-directional mic?

•How are omni-directional mies
used for orchestral pickup?

•How does dirt in the microphone
rob you of response?

•How do you space your
microphones to bring out
the best in each performer?

Microphones: Design and
Application. As Stereo put it,
"It's a hard book NOT to learn
from." Order your copies today.
r-:;-----------,Sagamore Publishing·Co., Inc.I 1120 Old Country Rd., Plainview, N.Y.11803
Yes! Send MICROPHONES: DESIGN
AND APPLICATION.
_hardcover, $20.00 _paperback, $12.95
Name _

Address _

ICity /State/Zip _

ITotal Payment Enclosed $ _
Please charge myIO Master Charge o BankAmericard (Visa)
IAccount No. _

l. Expiration Date _

ISignature _
(charges not valid unless signed)

IJn New York State add applicable sales tax.
IOut~ !!,;._S~d.,E ·2.£P.!,b~k J::~s~e._J
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• Education is the special topic of the
February issue. We've assembled mate
rial from Irv Diehl and John Woram
that will explore the kinds of educa
tional opportunities in the professional
audio field. This will include both pri
vate schools and those major institu
tions that offer degree programs.

Don't miss this issue.

• And there will be our regular col
umnists, Norman H. Crowhurst, Mar
tin Dickstein, Patrick S. Finnegan, and
John Woram. Coming in db, The
Sound Engineering Magazine.

THE SOUND ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
JANUARY 1978 VOLUME 12, NUMBER 1

29 360º SPACE IN TWO CHANNELS
Peter Scheiber

32 WHATEVER HAPPENED TO FOUR CHANNEL
BROADCASTING
Leonard Feldman

36 WHAT ABOUT QUAD BROADCASTING?
John M. Woram

38 MAGNETIC RECORDING, Part 2
Harold Lindsay

2 CALENDAR

6 BROADCAST SOUND
Patrick S. Finnegan

12 THEORY AND PRACTICE
Norman H. Crowhurst

18 SOUND WITH IMAGES
Martin Dickstein

About I 28 EDITORIAL

••••• I 45 CLASSIFIED

Cover I 48 PEOPLE, PLACES, HAPPENINGS

• The Technics by Panasonic people
have been demonstrating quad to con
sumers wtih a large screen four-chan
nel vectorscope made from a color
c.r.t. that has been mis-converged. The
resultant display was photographed for
us by them to illustrate this special
four channel issue.

db is listed in Current Contents: Engineering and Technology

Larry Zide
EDITOR-PUBLISHER

Bob Laurie
ART DIRECTOR

Eloise Beach
CIRCULATION MANAGER

Ann Russell
ADVERTISING PRODUCTION

John M.Woram
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Hazel Krantz
COPY EDITOR
Lydia Anderson
BOOK SALES
Crescent Art Service
GRAPHICS AND LAYOUT

db, the Sound Engineering Magazine is published monthly by Sagamore Publishing Company, Inc. Entire
contents copyright© 1978 by Sagamore Publishing Co., Inc .• 1120 Old Country Road, Plainview, L.I., N.Y.
11803. Telephone (516) 433 6530. db is published for those individuals and firms in professional audio
recording, broadcast, audio-visual, sound reinforcement, consultants, video recording, film sound, etc. Appli
cation should be made on the subscription form in the rear of each issue. Subscriptions are $7.00 per year
($14.00 per year outside U.S. Possessions, Canada and Mexico) in U.S. funds. Single copies are $1.00 each.
Controlled circulation paid at Brattleboro, VT 05301. Editorial, Publishing, and Sales Offices: 1120 Old
Country Road, Plainview, New York 11803. Postmaster: Form 3579 should be sent to above address.
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Circle 38 on Reader Service Card

JANUARY
23-25 Management Seminar. Hous

ton, Texas. Sponsored by New
York University. Contact: Ms.
Heidi E. Kaplan, Information
Services Manager, New York
Conference Management Cen
ter, 360 Lexington Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10017. (212) 953-
7262.

24-27 Modular VTR Workshop.
Contact: Smith, Mattingly Pro
ductions, Ltd., 515 Kerby Hill
Rd., Oxon Hill, Md. 20022.
(301) 567-9265. Workshop at
above address.

FEB.RUARY

3-4 SMPTE Television Conf. Sher
aton-Atlanta Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.
Contact: SMPTE T.V. Confer
ence, 862 Scarsdale Ave., Scars
dale, New York 10583. (914)
472-6606.

6-8 NYU Management Seminar,
"Increasing Productivity in
Manufacturing," Los Angeles.
Ca. Contact: Heidi E. Kaplan,
Dept. 14NR, New York Man
agement Center, 360 Lexing
ton Ave., New York, N.Y.
10017. (212) 953-7262.

13-15 NYU Management Seminar,
"Project Management for En
gineers," San Francisco. Con
tact: See above.

14-16 Synergetic Seminar, Seattle,
Wa. Sea Tac Red Lion, 18740
Pacific Highway S. (206) 522-
1533 or contact: Synergetic
Audio Concepts, P.O. Box
1134, Tustin, Ca. 92680.

13-15 NYU Management Seminar.
"Management of New Tech
nology Projects," Los Angeles.
Contact: See above.

15-17 Smith-Mattingly Workshop, "El
ectronic Editing," Smith-Mat
tingly Productions, 515 Kerby
Hill Rd., Oxon Hill, Md. 20022
(Washington, D.C. area) (301)
567-9265.

17-19 Midwest Film Conference.
Marriott O'Hare Hotel, Chi
cago, Ill. Contact: 10th An
nual Midwest Film Confer
ence, P.O. Box 1665. Evanston.
Ill. 60204.

22-24 Synergetic Audio Seminar, Hol
iday Inn, 1101 Shoreway Dr ..
Belmont, Ca. 94002. (415) 846-
0550 or contact: See above.

(continued)

Altee . . .
Ampex
BTX Corporation
Clear-Com . .
Communications Co.
Community Light &Sound
Crown International
dbx, Inc.
Electro-Voice .
John Fluke Mfg. Co.
Garner Industries
Inovonics
J&R Music World
Jensen Tools
Leader Instruments
LPB, Inc.
Orban/Parasound
Otari
RIA, Inc.
SAE .
Shure Brothers
Sound Workshop
Standard Tape Lab
Tangent Systems .
TDK Electronics .
TEAC Corp. of America
Technics by Panasonic
Tentel
3M
Waters Manufacturing
White Instruments ..

Cover 2
38,39

10
20
16
11
18
15
7
4
37
26
26
23
23
23
22

5, 13
19
6
3

Cover 4
12
2

21
9
17
43

24,25
8

14

cdJlID sales offices
THE SOUND ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

New York
1120 Old Country Rd.

Plainview, N.Y. 11803 516-433-6530

Roy McDonald Associates, Inc.
Dallas

Stemmons Tower West, Suite 714
Dallas, Texas 75207 214-637-2444

Denver
3540 South Poplar St.

Denver, Colo. 80237 303-758-3325

Houston
3130 Southwest Freeway

Houston, Tex. 77006 713-529-6711

Los Angeles
500 S. Virgil, Suite 360

Los Angeles, Cal. 90020 213-381-6106

Portland
2035 S. W. 58th Ave.

Portland, Ore. 97221 503-292-8521

San Francisco
Suite 265, 5801 Christle Ave.

Emeryville, Cal. 94608 415-653-2122
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fact
Shure's
up front with
Maynard Ferguson ...
and backstage too!

The Performance
Maynard settles for nothing short of
the finest ... in his music, in his
arrangements, in his creativity, in his
road engagements, in his band. And
in his microphones and sound
system. That's why he insists on a
Shure SM58 microphone. That's why
engineer Tony Romano puts the
soundtogether onShureSRconsoles.

The Sound
Maynard builds it from feelings,
ideas, crescendos, rhythms,
harmonics, and layers of raw sound.
Shure's professional SR sound
equipment performs superbly even in
Maynard's most demanding sets. It
projects his trumpets to everyone
whatever the size or shape of the
hundreds of clubs and halls he
works. Take it from Maynard ...
Shure performs. That's the up-front
information.And the backstage story,
too! Shure ... the Sound of the
Professionals.

c...
Ol
:::::¡
e:
Ol

®SHUREu
Professional Microphones &Sound Systems

....•.
e.o
---J
CXl

Q.
C"

Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204, In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited
Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.
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Put a bendttop
DMM in your pocket.

Only$169.

\
)
I

Our new 8020A digital multimeter
puts typical benchtop-type measure
ment capability in your pocket, y-our
briefcase or your tool kit. And it puts
true Fluke value in your hand.
At only $169,* the 8020A has fea

tures you won't find on any other mul
timeter, at any price.
Features like 26 ranges for seven

functions, including conductance that
measures leakage to 10,000 MO. De
pendable CMOS LSI single-chip inno
vation, custom designed for the 8020A.
It's only 13 ozs. of reliable, shock

resistant measurement perfection. All
guaranteed for a full year, including
specs and its NBS-traceable calibra- *U.S. price only.

ti on.
Benchtop performance for $169.*

And Fluke's dedication to after-sale
support, with service centers located
worldwide for fast, cost-effective sup
port. A priceless combination.
Call (800) 426-0361, toll free. Give

us your chargecard number and we'll
put an 8020A in your pocket. Or, we'll
tell you the location of the closest Fluke
office or distributor for a personal feel
for the best DMM value around. Put
savings in your pocket too, and buy a
"Ten-Pack" of8020As for only $1521*,
and get ten for the price ofnine!

Command Performance: Demand the Fluke 8020A.
1809-7002

='F::L::U=::K::E:I ®
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calendar (cont.)

27- NYU Management Seminar.
Mar 1 "Effective Communications for

Engineers," Chicago. Tll. Con
tact: See above.

28- A.E.S. Convention, Hamburg.
Mar 3 Germany. Congress Center.

Contact: A.E.S., 60 E. 42nd
St.. New York, N.Y. 10017.
(212) 661-2355 or Dr. Joerg
Sennheiser, Sennheiser Elec
tronic KG, Postfach 3002.
Wedemark 2. Germany.

MARCH
1-5 Hobby Electronics Fair, Ana

heim Convention Center, Ana
heim, Ca. Contact: A. Kozlov,
222 W. Adams St., Chicago.
Ill. 60606. (312) 263-4866.

1-3 NYU Management Seminar.
"Managerial Skills for the De
veloping Manager," New York
City. Contact: Heidi E. Kap
lan. Dept. 14NR, New York
Management Center, 360 Lex
ington Ave.. New York, N.Y.
10017. (212) 953-7262.

15-17 Smith-Mattingly Seminar,
"Multi-Camera." Smith-Mat
tingly Productions, 515 Kerby
Hill Rd.. Oxon Hill, Md.
20022. (301) 567-9265.

17-19 Intercollegiate Broadcasting
System Convention. Biltmore
Hotel, New York City. Con
tact: Convention Committee.
cf o JBS, P.O. Box 592. Vails
Gate, N.Y. 12584. (914) 565-
6710.

MOVING?

Keep db coming
without interrupt ion!

Send in your
new address promptly.

Enclose your old
db mailing label, too.

Write to:

Eloise Beach, Circ. Mgr.
db Magazine
1120 Old Country Rd.
Plainview, N.Y. 11803
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9outstanding reasons
wh~ ~ou should ehoose Otari

1. MX-5050-25 Two-Channel Half
Track Popular worldwide e 15 & 7112
or 7112 & 33/4ips • Optional de capstan
servo • Also reproduces quarter
track • Other features listed below.
2. MX-5050-FL One-Channel Full
Track • 7V2 & 33/4ips • Also re
produces two-track.
3. MX-5050-QXHD Four-Channel
Quarter-Inch 15 & 7112 ips •
Variable speed (± 7%) de capstan
servo • Other features same as
two-track.
4. MX-5050-80 Eight-Channel Half
Inch Full eight track performance and
features » 15 & 7V2 ips •Variable
speed (± 7%) de capstan servo.

5. Mark 11-2Two-Channel Quarter
Inch All MX-5050 features plus:•
Separate transport and electronics
• 15 & 7V2 ips •Variable speed
(±7%) de capstan servo.
6. Mark 11-4Four-Channel Half
Inch Same features as Mark 11-2.
7. MX-7308 Eight-Channel One
Inch Compatible one-inch eight-track
format • 30 & 15 ips • Reel tension
servo • Long Iife heads • Floor
console.

Call or write for full specifications and pricing.

[f]fi!J[j]O

8. ARS-1000 Automated Radio
Station Reproducer Two speeds
7V2 & 33/4ips •Two channel stereo s
Ruggedized for continuous operation.
9. DP-4050 8:1 In-Cassette Dupli
cator Easily operated • Open-reel
master (7112 or 33/4)and six slaves •
Six C30's in under two minutes.

c...
Dl
::::s
e:
Dl
-<

All Otari recorders feature:
• Professional quality and reliability
• Selective reproduce on al I channels
• 600 ohm +4 dBm outputs
• XLR connectors s 19 dBm headroom
• Motion sensing • Edit and cue
•Built in test tones s Portable,
rack, or console mounting

e.o..•...•
CX>

a.
C"

Otari Corporation,981 IndustrialRoad /San Carlos,California94070(415)593-1648/Manufactured in Japan by Otari Electric Co., Ltd. 01
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In the
BlaekO

Performance, beauty, quality
- three attributes that have
always been the hallmarks of
SAE products. SAE systems in
the past have had them, this
system's predecessor had them,
and the new In The Black sys
tem has them and much more.

The 2900 Parametric Pream
plifier offers our new flexible
parametric tone control sys
tem, full dubbing and tape EQ.
New phono and line circuitry
results in unparalleled clarity
and definition with distortion
of less than 0.01% THO & IM.

The 2200 Stereo Power Ampli
fier with fully complementary
circuitry delivers 100 Watts
RMS per channel from 20-20K
into 8 ohms; at less than 0.05%
To tal Harmonic Distortion,
from 250mW to full rated
power.

The 8000 Digital FM Tuner
has linear phase filters, phase
lock multiplex, and of course,
our famous digital readout
tuning indicator system.

Combine these products to
gether and you have a system
that ensures superior perform
ance in all areas, excellent
control flexibility, and the sonic
quality that is typically SAE.

For Complete Information Write:

I ~ ·------•••••••••@ ~
Scientific Audio Electronics, Inc.
P.O. Box 60271 Terminal Annex, Los Angeles, CA 90060

co

Circle 30 on Reader Service Card

PATRICK S. FINNEGAN

@)Broadcast Sound
Audio Transients

• The program audio signal can meet
with many mishaps which can distort
the signal on its journey through the
audio system. Some of these distor
tions also produce side effects that will
further degrade the audio. One such
side effect is transient distortion that
can be added to the signal. Transients
can be created by a number of con
ditions or by some operating prac
tices, such as signal peak clipping. This
month we will take a look at this type
of transient and ways it can affect
the operation.

THE SQUARE WAVE
Perhaps we can better understand

the audio transient if we consider it
from the viewpoint of square waves
and the behavior of these pulse signals
in a system.

The square wave is a pulse signal
that is very rich in many related sig
nal components. These cover a wide
frequency range from d.c. to many
times the basic frequency of the pulse.
The basic frequency of a pulse signal
is its repetition rate, which can be re
duced to a sine wave signal with the
proper filtering.

The perfect pulse is a gold mine of
harmonic signals that have the proper
phase and amplitude relationship to
the fundamental sine wave of the
pulse. The great number of harmonics
present give rise to the steep leading

Figure 1. The square wave is made up
of many related signal components.

LBASIC FREQUENCY_J
(A)

FUNDAMENTAL

r__ 1',\ -. -2ND HARM0N1c

__ [.)(/\~rf~3RD HARMONIC

·\;\/~.f\:'1pv--HIGHER ORDERSEK.

(B)

COMBINED AMPLITUDES
MAKE TOPFLAT

I
__..--HIGHORDERHARMONICS

~ CREATE STEEP EDGES

(C)

and trailing edges of the pulse. When
phasing is correct, then so is the wave
shape of each of these harmonics. All
of the amplitudes will combine with
the fundamental sine wave to produce
a perfectly flat top to the pulse. Since
the pulse amplitude does not change
during the time of the tiat top passage.
this flat top represents a d.c. com
ponent in the signal.

THE CIRCUIT PATH
If the pulse is to retain its shape

and amplitude, each frequency com
ponent of the pulse must see the cor
rect impedance, and there must be
no phase shifts among the various
components in the pulse. It is quite
obvious that a pulse signal places tre
mendous' demands upon every circuit
or stage through which the pulse
passes. How well the circuit can ac
complish this is really a figure of merit
for that circuit. This is why square
wave testing of non-pulse type cir
cuits, such as audio circuits, is popu
lar in some quarters. The pulse sig
nal as it appears at the output of an
amplifier or a system can indicate
many factors about that system. all at
the same time.

But to be more specific, beginning
at the very low end of the frequency
spectrum, the circuit must be able to
pass the d.c. component (flat top) or
the pulse will be tilted. As we move
up the spectrum to the lower fre
quency component, if the circuit re
sponse is poor, the top of the pulse
may be either rounded or cupped
depending upon the circuit conditions.
When we get to the upper limits of
the system bandpass, this will deter
mine how many of the harmonic com
ponents will pass. Removal ot a num
ber of these harmonics will round off
the leading and trailing edge of the
pulse. If phase shifts also occur. this
leads to transients.

THE PULSE TRANSIENT
Although the impedances the vari

ous components of the pulse "see"
enter into the results, perhaps the
largest factor in producing transients
is phase shift.

When phase shifts are different for
different harmonics, they move from
their normal positions in the pulse
and the individual shape of the har
monic also changes. The disturbed
harmonics tend to pile up at the lead
ing and trailing edges of the pulse and
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This is not a
column speaker.

It's a Line Radiator?' What's the difference? A typical column
speaker sounds tubby and "beamv" but E-V Line Radiators give you
truly accurate, well balanced sound and a nearly perfect polar
dispersion pattern.

How do we do it? We achieve
higher overall sound quality by care
fully matching the finest speaker
components. And we control vertical
beaming and lobing by addressing
ourselves directly to the problem of
vertical polar dispersion. Typical lobing at mid and high frequencies

The problem: in order to get with ordinary column speakers.

direct sound to the back of a room without blasting the front row,
you need a narrow vertical polar pattern. And the big trouble with
garden-variety columns is that it's impossible to obtain the desired
narrow pattern at all frequencies. Because dispersion at any given
frequency is determined by the physical length of the column. The
higher the frequency, the shorter the column should be for optimun
dispersion.

Obviously, you can't change the physical length of a column as
frequency changes. So E-Vhas accomplished the same thing acous
tically.A unique crossover circuit feeds low frequencies to all the
drivers, but sends higher frequencies to the inner speakers alone.
At the very highest frequencies only the center speaker operates.

Then, to further smooth the vertical
polar pattern, we devised a unique multi
face enclosure that is, in effect, a Fresnel
lens. It focuses the sound and minimizes
cancellation between drivers-a major
cause oflobing.

L. R d. "1 . d . The result of all this technology 7 Justme a taters · unique es1gn
affords almost perfect polar dispersion. compare one of our Line Radiators-
there are six models to suit any need and budget-with any ordinary
sound column. The difference in clarity and naturalness, on or off axis,
will amaze you.

For the full story on the sound columns that don't sound like
columns, write Electro-Voice, 600 Cecil Street, Buchanan,
Michigan 49107.

FOR HIGHER FREQUENCIES
WE GET LOBING

,----- SINGLE SPEAKER,.,,,,. <e
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NORMAL
PULSE

WITH WITH OVERSHOOTS
OVERSHOOTS ANO RINGING

Figure 2. A transient appears as an
overshoot, sometimes wtih ringing.

produce large overshoots at these two
edges. The overshoots may be fol
lowed by an oscillatory waving of the
pulse top that appears similar to a
damped wave. This particular aspect
is called ringing.

The amplitude of the overshoot can
be rather high in relation to the nor
mal pulse amplitude. Just how much
greater the amplitude is depends upon
the factors creating the transient. In
some cases, the overshoot amplitude
can be several times that of the pulse.

All the foregoing bas been a rather
simplified explanation of pulses and
what can happen to them as they pass
through a system. The actual process
can be demonstrated more accurately
by complicated mathematics. Suffice
to say that it is difficult to pass pulse
signal through any electronic system
--even those designed for pulse! And
needless to say, the audio system is
designed for audio signals-not pulse.

AUDIO TRANSIENl'S
Although the audio system is not

designed for pulse, the system is often
called upon to pass pulse-like signals.
This can happen inadvertently when
the system lacks headroom, for ex
ample, and the signal peaks become
clipped. In some operational prac
tices, signal peaks are deliberately
clipped, for example, when peak lim
iters clip signal peaks to prevent the
overmodulation of the transmitter.

Whatever the reason for the peak
clipping, the clipped signal peak be
comes a square wave-type signal. Once
created, this clipped signal will have
most of the same characteristics as
the square wave and places the same
demands upon the system.

TRANSIENT RESPONSE
A term appearing more often these

days in equipment specifications is
transient response. This term refers to
the equipment unit's ability to pass a
variety of audio signals, and more
specifically, square wave signals, with
out creating transients.

To pass a square wave the equip
ment must have a superior response
curve that starts at d.c. and extends
far up the frequency spectrum-all
without phase shift. Actually, the
equipment designer has many other

co
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PROGRAM
SIGNAL

CLIPPED PEAK
WITH OVERSHOOTS

ANO RINGING

PEAK CLIPPED

Figure 3. The clipped signal peak takes
on the same characteristics as the
square wave.

conditions to consider in the design
besides transient response, keeping in
mind that the finished unit must also
be commercially competitive. So con
sequently, the finished unit will in
volve many compromises. This does
not mean that it is a poor unit; it only
means that it isn't perfect. As far as
transient response is concerned, the
unit may have either a good or a poor
transient response characteristic, de
pending upon what compromises were
made to arrive at the finished product.

Aside from compromises in equip
ment design, the manner in which the
equipment is operated in the broad
cast chain will also have a direct bear
ing upon transients that may appear
in the reproduced program signal. An
equipment unit that does not have a
good transient response characteristic.
for example, will not produce tran
sients if we don't try to force that
unit to pass square wave type signals!

HOW IT HAPPENS
When signal peaks are clipped, the

signal is automatically distorted since
it no longer bas its original shape,
and intermodulation distortion can
also occur. The clipping also creates
many harmonics that are related to
the frequency or frequencies of the
signal peak that is clipped. Along with
these harmonics, another component
is added to the signal-a d.c. com
ponent. Aside from the initial distor
tions, every circuit from this stage on
ward must have excellent transient
response if further degradation of the
signal is to be avoided.

Much depends upon where the clip
ping is taking place in the system. If
this is in an early unit of the system,
then the transients can be amplified,
intensified, or reshaped as each fol
lowing unit contributes its share of

Figure 4. Limiter clippers can remove
the positive overshoots, but filters can
recreate them.

PROGRAM
AUDIO

\ .: A~~ANSIENT

y~'"j\
NEW TRANSIENT

ANO RINGING

i.
LIMITER CLIPPED OUTPUT BANDPASS
INPUT FROM LIMITER FILTER OUTPUT
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phase shifts and impedance irregulari
ties. By the time the signal arrives at
the transmitter, the transient may be
rather severe. Perhaps we may feel
confident that the peak limiter and
the system bandpass or bandpass fil
ter will remove the transients and the
harmonics, so there is little cause to
worry. Not so! The bandpass filter (if
used) can in itself further intensify
the transient. To be sure, the peak
clippers will lop off the transient over
shoot arid thus produce a nice, but
very flat top, square signal peak again.
When that squared peak hits the band
pass filter in the stereo generator, for
example, that filter can recreate the
very transients we thought were re
moved! These new transients will now
cause overmodulation of the transmit
ter. Our "final filter" simply sowed
the seeds of its own undoing.

AT THE TRANSMITTER
Transients can affect the actual

transmitter modulation as well as the
modulation monitor indications. When
the limiter clips signal peaks, the
stages which follow those clippers and
the audio section of the a.m. trans
mitter or the stereo generator of the
f.m. station must have excellent tran
sient response. If they do not, tran
sient overshoots that may be typically
2 or 3 dB higher than the signal peaks

ENVELOPE CLIPPED

~ A7~EAK

cARR1ER - - -~~~ill\Wrn1~1~1-_
ZERO AXIS

(A)

~""'--~~'~'""''('~g·
ZERO AXIS '~~

'
CARRIER CUT-OFF

(8)

Figure 5. The fiat top of a clipped peak
can tilt and overmodulate the e.m.
carrier in the negative modulation
direction. (Only the upper half of the
modulated waveform is shown.)

will occur. Two dB is approximately
20 to 25 per cent modulation. lf the
levels are such that the normal peak
will produce 100 per cent modula
tion, this added 2 dB overshoot will
push the true modulation to 125 per
cent. But unless there are several of
these peak overshoots in quick suc
cession, the modulation meter will not
indicate the true modulation because
of its characteristics. The peak flasher
however, will catch the overrnodulat-

ing peaks. All this may have the oper
ator wondering what is wrong with
the monitor. To keep the flasher from
indicating overrnodulation, he might
pull back the signal level to the trans
mitter so the peaks indicate about 80
per cent on the modulation meter.
The transient in this case is actually
robbing the system of 2 dB modula
tion capability for its program signal'

TILT
The clipped signal peak also con

tains a d.c. component that must pass
through the audio stages and modu
lator in the a.m. transmitter, for ex
ample, or the flat top will tilt. To pass
the d.c. component, the stages should
all be d.c. coupled-but very few are.
Although the operator may have the
transmitter modulator set up for tight
99 per cent negative peak modulation.
the clipped peak may tilt and push
this past 100 per cent modulation and
carrier cutoff. This can produce chan
nel "splatter" and spurious radiations.

NEW EQUIPMENT
The new breed of transmitters: and

stereo generators today have a better
transient response than their predeces
sors. Designers are now aware of the
effects of transients in signal degrada
tion and modulation. The Harris
MW-1 all solid state a.m. transmitter.
for example, uses d.c. coupling of the
audio stages and no modulation trans
former. On the f.m. front, the Orban
stereo generator is actually a com
bined automatic gain control limiter/
stereo generator in one unit, all de
signed as an integral unit-and there
by achieves superior transient re
sponse. Still other units contain "soft"
clippers in limiters. These clippers pro
duce less audible distortion on the air
than "hard" clippers.8114500

synchronizes recorders $3,850
• Multiple interí=~tes
• Integral code readers
• Three sync modes
• Programmable offset
• -12dB code sensitivity
•Inaudible lip-sync adjust
• 1oo-nour pre-ship burn-in

>-•....co
::i
eco-,
.e
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The BTX Corporation, 438 Boston Post Road IJl!!l"'I
Weston, Massachusetts 02193 • 617-891-1239 ~
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OTHER TRANSl'=NTS
I don't want to leave the reader

with the impression that peak clipping
is the only way in which transients
can be created. Transients can be
caused by parasitics, spurious oscilla
tions, intermittent positive feedback.
rfi feedback, and a host of other fac
tors. But with signal clipping a very
predominant part of many signal proc
essors today, this is perhaps the largest
cause of audio transients.

SUMMARY
The clipped signal peak has most

of the characteristics of a square wave
signal, and places the same demands
upon system performance in terms of
transient response. Transient over
shoots can cause overmodulation or
rob the system of program modulation
capability. If you must clip-clip with
~re! •
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RH60 RADIAL HORNS

Meet the Community sixty degree
radials, the horns for high definition,
understandable sound. The horn pic
tured is our RH60, the midrange main
stay of the large system. We've recently
added two new sixty degree horns to
our line for HF and VHF projection, the
SRH60 and the SQ60
Some people still think that our horns

and cabinets look a little strange,
perhaps not realizing that at Com
munity shape and construction ore
determined by the laws of physics, not
marketing, packaging or the almighty

dollar. For instance, you can see that
the mouth of the RH60 is considerably
taller than that of comparable sixty
degree horns. Why? Well, if a horn is to
act as a wave guide at its lower
operative frequencies (which it is) it
must have a tall mouth to support the
larger wave forms generated near
crossover. The idea of a thin, wide
mouthed radial may be pleasing in
terms of packaging and handling, but
it is a convenience that does not pay off
in operation. Some conveniences that
do pay off in operation are one-piece

construction, low resonance,
strength-to-weight ratios and
meticulously executed design
characterizes a Community horn.
Would you like more inÍJrma tion?

We recently published a catalog which
details the performance of all Com
munity products. Already it has been
called a must for anyone wishing to
design a sound system on a profes
sional level. Please write or call to
order.

high
the
that

RESPONSE AND SPL
RH60-A DRIVER GAUSS HF4000 BANDWIDTH PINKNOISE 250Hz-16KHz

1Watt@ 1Meter107.24 dB-SPL 1 Watt@ 4 Feet 107.28 dB-SPL

-12 -7 -6 -4 -3 -1 o +1 -1 -2 -1 -3 -5 -5 -9 -9 -9 -13 -17

l!z 40 50 63 80 100 125 160 200 250 ll5 400 500 630 800 1R 1.25 1.6 2.0 Z.5 3.15 4.0 5.0 6.l 8.0 IO.O 12.5 16.0 KHz

SRH60-B DRIVER ALTEC 288.lSG BANDWIDTH PINKNOISE: 350HZ-16Hz
1Watt@ 1Meter108.99 db-SPL 1 Watt@ 4 Feet 105.52 dB-SPL

-10 -6 -4 -2 o o o o o -2 -2 -4 -8 -8 -6 -10 -12

l!z 40 50 63 80 100 125 160 zoo 250 ll5 400 500 630 800 IR 1.25 1.6 2.0 Z.5 3.15 4.0 5.0 6.l 8.0 IO.O IZ.5 16.0 KHz

SQ60-C DRIVER: EMILAR EA. 175.16 BANDWIDTH PINKNOISE: 800Hz-16KHz
1Watt@ 1Meter103.85 dB-SPL 1Watt@4 Feet 102.14 dB-SPL

o -2 -2 -5 -12 -16-6 -2 -2 o o +2 o o
l!z 40 50 63 80 100 !ZS 160 ZOO Z50 315 400 500 630 800 IR 1.25 1.6 2.0 2.5 3.15 4.0 5.0 6.l 8.0 IO.O IZ.5 16.0 KHz

Community Light & Sound, Inc. 5701 Grays Avenue Philadelphia, PA 19143 (215) 727-0900
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NORMAN S. CROWHURST

~ 1heory a Practice
Authentic Reproduction

• Last month, under the heading
Faithful Reproduction, I discussed
different views that have developed
over the years about what that means.
In this context, faithful conveys the
thought of accurate, flawless. From
the discussion last month, it becomes
apparent that perfect accuracy of
audio reproduction is an impossibility,
using any method.

The word authentic means con
vincing, capable of being believed, or
genuine. What reproduction has to do
is to convince our ears, or more ac
curately, our hearing faculty, that we
are listening to the real thing. Last
month's discussion should have con
vinced you that you cannot ignore the
environment in which you want the
reproduction to do its convincing.

So let us now turn to how you can
go about creating a pleasing result in

different environments. In every in
stance, first you· must consider how
you normally listen in that situation.
In some instances, you may wish to
change the environment to some ex
tent, but usually people just want to
buy a hi-fi, a stereo or a quad that
will do what they want. in their room
as it exists.

Let us take the easy settings first.
In a well furnished room that is acous
tically relatively "dead," you listen in
a relaxed manner. Unless you are
hard of hearing, you never have to
strain to hear, or understand, what
someone says in such a room. The
background is quiet and whatever you
want to hear comes to you uncon
fused-directly. Listening is a plea
sure.

This is the room in which the ideal
ized "faithful" reproduction comes

when you use
STL magnetic Test Tapes

STLmagnetic test tapes are widely used by major recording
studios, equipment manufacturers, government and
educational agencies throughout the world. Theyare the
most comprehensive test tapes made. STLcan serve all
your needswith tapes in 2", l", 112'',1/4"and 150mil cassette
sizes. Alignment, flutter and speed, level set, azimuth and
numerous special test tapes are available. You know your
system is in step with the rest of the industry, compatible
and interchangeable, when you employ STLtapes.
Most catalog items can be shipped from our inventory
the same day we receive your order.
Write or phone for fast delivery. Write for free catalog.

t;jlTlllsTANDARD TAPE LABORATORY, Inc.
26120 Eden Landing Road I #5 I Hayward, CA 94545
(415) 786-3546

C\J
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nearest to being fulfilled. So to serve
this room, you want sound sources
loudspeakers-that serve you directly.
All the frequencies present in each
channel of sound should radiate uni
formly from an appropriately placed
loudspeaker so that a listener in any
part of the room gets a correct per
ception of the stereophonic nature of
the original source to which he is lis
tening.

If the room happens to be extra
absorptive of the higher frequencies.
you may want to use tone control. or
equalization, to give this part of the
spectrum a little extra emphasis. But
this type of room should not present
any problems in producing what we
could call authentic reproduction.

Now let us turn to the difficult en
vironments. In the larger variety of
rooms. usually called auditoria-but
they are rooms just the same-the
sound man has always had problems.
Modern technology has enabled him
to solve them a little better. But how
does he do it?

COLUMN LOUDSPEAKER
One of his best tools is the column

loudspeaker unit. What does that do?
Its main function is to put sound
where you want it. which is where
people are listening, and to avoid put
ting it where it is not wanted. which
is where it would create undesirable
reflections and their attendant con
fusion.

So you have the high school gym
or the local armory hall with its lofty
ceiling from which echoes of the orig
inal sound come bouncing down. after
noticeable delay. to cause confusion.
Of course. that's what makes the room
sound like a gym, or an armory. But
it also makes listening. especially to
speech. very difficult.

If you listen to Stan Kenton play
ing at the local armory. then the sound
is real: Stan Kenton's band. playing
at the local armory. Tt does not need
reinforcing. because Stan's band has
plenty of acoustic output without ar
tificial help. But when Stan steps for
ward to tell the audience something
about the last number or the next
number, the audience wants to hear
what Stan says. They do not want to
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From Otari for uncompromising recordists.
MX5050·2SHD desig1ned for
peerless two-track quarter-inch masters.

It's an exception of compact record
ers. Specially designed for critical
professional applications from the

ground up. It leaves nothing to be de
sired. 68dB signal-to-noise and great
er-than-60dB crosstalk. Variable speed
DC-servo capstan motor for less than
0.05 o/o wow/flutter and ±7% pitch
control. + l 9dBm headroom before
clipping. Motion sensing control logic.
Front panel edit and cue; stepless bias
adjustability: built-in test and cue oscial
lator; all front accessible. 600 ohm,
+ 4dBm or -lOdBm fixed-level output
and XLR connectors. Remote control
lability for all transport functions. In
short, it's a sheer professional master
piece to produce desired 15 or 7-1 /2
ips masters.

The performance and reliability
have been fully proven since its original
version was introduced in 1973, in
more than one thousand practical appli
cations by broadcasters, studio record
ists, audio-visual professionals and
musicians all over the world. For the full
story of this unique and compact pro
fessional machine, ask anyone who uses
it or get in contact with your nearest
Otari distributor.

Please send me details on
MX5050-2SHD
Name

Company c....
Ill
:::¡
e
Ill

-<Address

co-...J
00

o.
C"

Japan: Otari ElectricCo.,Ltd..4-29-18MinamiOgikubo,Suqinarru-ku.Tokyo167,Japan U.S.A.:Otari Corporation,981 IndustrialRoad,SanCarlos,California94070
Canada: NorescoManufacturingCo., Ltd.. 100FloralParkwev.Toronto,OntarioM6L2C5
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Host an AFS
foreign student.

Ea Us@'.§WWWg--· -

It could make all the
difference in the world.
Through your local AFSprogram, a
student from any one of 60 nations can
live with your family for a year while he or
she attends high school in your community.
It is a special opportunity to share your
life while your student shares his. It is a
year of friendship, challenge and fun.
Write AFStoday. Or call (212) 661-4550.
We will put you in touch with the AFS
program nearest you.

~ International
~ ~ Scholarships

313 East 43rd St, New York. r..J.Y 10017

cor-,
m
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LISTENING
POSITION

Figure 1. Reflective wall surfaces can
be utilized rather than having to fight
them. The actual distance between the
left and right speakers is only 4 feet.
The apparent distance between them.
as perceived by the listener, is 20 feet.

hear his voice bouncing unintelligibly
round the walls.
This is where the coiumn speaker

units are useful. By installing them
where they direct sound at the audi
ence seating and avoid shooting it at
that lofty ceiling, they make possible
a much more intelligible sound, at
least. People like Stan, who perform
on the road in a different auditorium
every night or two, carry their own
system with them.

They use column speakers, not be-

Circle 31 on Reader Service Card

cause they are more convenient to
tote, but because they do the job bet
ter, in the average difficult room.
Stan's sound boys set them up, look
ing at the audience area to see that
the audience gets served. and that the
ceiling does not.

SMALLER ROOM
How does this apply to your much

smaller room at home? If it is highly
reflective, maybe column speakers
could help you too. But there are
other tricks of the trade that can
sometimes help in the smaller. over
reflective, type of room.

What we have been emphasizing is
that however you introduce the sound
into the room by means of your loud
speaker installation, your hearing is
already conscious of the room en
vironment. As the old saying goes, "If
you can't beat 'em. join 'em." And
this certainly applies to acoustic en
vironment.

One of the early console stereo ar
rangements did this, perhaps without
realizing it, as far as the designer was
concerned. The designer put the loud
speakers in the ends of the cabinet, so
as to make a package that gave the
"biggest possible" stereo-in terms of
separation-in the smallest possible
package.

But put this package in the middle
of one of the shorter sides of a rec
tangular. highly reflecting room, and
what do you have? Sound from the
speakers on the ends goes out, hits the
longer side walls and is bounced back
in toward the listeners. What this does
is to create image sources for the
sound, beyond the walls. If the wall
against which you put the console is
12 feet long. and the console is 4
feet, then the speakers are each 4 feet
from the wall they face.
This means the image sources are

20 feet apart, along this 12 foot wall.
This arrangement suits such a room
because the reflections normal to that
room make it seem bigger than it
really is, anyway. Our hearing facultv
judges the size of a room by its re
verberation time. Reflecting surfaces
increase reverberation. and thus re
verberation time, making the room
seem larger than it really is.

So that method uses a characteristic
of the room, its reflections. instead
of trying to fight them. The result is
natural for that room. far more nat
ural in fact than putting separate loud
speakers in the corners, although that
may not have been what the designer
had in mind when he put together that
design.

That is one way to go. Another ap
proach uses a different characteristic
of such a room, its size. The way we
just described uses the reflections that
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.dlJXnoise reduction
1$¡,ignal ,processing
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Tape noise reduction for the professional studio

216 16-channel
simultaneous
record/playback
noise reduction
system

1874-channel switchable record/playbliilck
noise reduction system

K9-22single-channel •
noise reduction card
replacement for Dolby "A" .

• 30dB noise reduction with 10dB more headroom
• Reducestape hiss to inaudibility
• Preservesfull dynamic range
• Cable assembliesfurnished ready to plug in
• Spare two-channel 31ODmodule included
• Available on modular basis for as few as four channels, expandable to

24 or 32 channels

• Electrically interchangeableand fully compatible with dbx 216 and other
professionalstudio systems

" Remotecontrol switching capability

• Direct plug in replacement for the Dolby® CAT 22 card; converts Dolby 361,
M16 or M24 to dbx noise reduction

• Fully compatible with other dbx professional noise reduction systems
• Lessthan half the cost of a free standing noise reduction system
• Carrying case availablefor easy portability

Tape noise reduction for the semi-professional studio

157 2-channel
simultaneous
record/playback
noise reduction
system

- .
~!:" ·~- ---- - ---- -. .

~ .I!' dbx
a m 158

: J ...•
I ,,
' ,,~:::;~:.,,Ill

158 8-channel
modular simultaneous
tape noise
reduction system

Compressor/ Iimi te rs

• Single-€nded inputs and outputs terminated in RCA type phono connectors to
interfacewith semi-professional recorders, mixers, etc.

• Small package for easeof portability
• Excellent choice for the small studio or location recordist
• 30dB noise reduction with 10dB additional headroom
• Fully compatible with dbx professional studio systems
• Inexpensivenoise reduction systemwith professional performance
• Workwith both pro and semi-pro recorders
• 158comeswith main frameand as few as 2 or as many as 8 channel

modules
• Spare 158modulefreewith purchaseof complete8-channelsystem
• Multiple 158'scan be used for 16 or 24 track recording
• Rack mount option availablefor all dbx 150and 160 series models

160single channel compressor/limiter

-·162 true stereo compressor/limiter

• True rms leveldetection
• Compression ratio variable from 1:1 to infinity
• Threshold variable from -38 to +12dBm
• Low distortion even at high compression ratios
• Wide dynamic range and low noise c....

Pl
::::¡
e
Pl-<_.
<O
--.j
CX>Ix c.
tr

_.
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For complete information on these and
other dbx signal processing systems,
circle reader service number or contact:

dbx, Incorporated, 7 1Chapel Street
Newton, Mass. 02 195 • 617/964-321 1
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Your oscilloscope
becomes a Real Time
Audio Analyzer with
the all-new ARA-4128
The ARA-4128 Real Time Analyzer, coupled
with your de scope, now provides two time
constants. In the fast integration time mode
(200ms) the ARA-4128 can be used for pro
gram material monitoring and analysis; and
in the slow mode (2s) for room equalization.

The ARA-4128 is only $1,450.
Writefor yourfreeARA-4128 DataSheet.(FOB San Doego¡

communiCATions
comPAnY••••!•

inc •••~-•
3 90 S • ••r,=•
4 Noell treet ••111 IO•

SanDiego,CA92110
Telephone(714) 297-3261 ••••••

For quick, J$reéise,:
and economlcal -
audio frequency

analysi~ ...

... use the versatile)
new ARA-4 l:2-~7-Gf
With an ARA-412-27-G you can analyze
and measure all frequencies in real time
within the audio bandwidth. Use it to test
microphones. isolate cross-talk, balance
crossovers, check speaker deficiencies.,.
test tone controls, adjust equalization,
and many other purposes. $2 950.
Writeforyourfreetechnical (FOBs~n Diego)
bulletinontheARA-412-27-G

communicntions
comPAnY••••!•

inc •••~-•.•• ,..,=•
3490 NoellStreet ••111 IO•

SanDiego,CA92110
Telephone:(714) 297-3261 ••••••
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make it seem bigger than it really is.
to expand the apparent sound source.
The alternative is to work on the di
rectness of the wave-or rather. its
apparent directness.

This emphasizes that. whatever we
do. we are creating an "authentic" il
lusion. The problem in any room that
has too much reflection is that in
direct sounds confuse the direct sound.
So if only we can direct the sounds
at the listener and avoid the reflec
tions, or at least minimize them. we
will have it made-right?

Perhaps. if the listener would oblige
by sitting in that one "ideal" spot
that early stereo experimenters insisted
upon. But most people want to sit
where they like. not to be dictated to
by an inanimate object. If we try to
direct sound at every possible position
where a person might sit. we find our
selves fighting reflections again be
cause sounds that do not "find" a
listener to absorb them, continue to
be bounced around by the reflecting
surfaces.

ISOPHONIC STEREO
Back in the early days of stereo,

CBS Labs developed a system that
they called "isophonic." That particu
lar system used a single channel for
the lowest frequencies, up to about
250 hertz, and separate channels for
frequencies above that. The stereo il
lusion was due to the way those sepa
rate channels were used.

Instead of employing ordinary loud
speakers, the ones used had open
backs, and their positioning was im
portant. The technical papers that CBS
presented on the subject explained
how such a system produced a "cor
rect'' sound field for proper stereo
separation around each listener's head.
Let us explain that a little more fully:
the reason this system never caught on
more than it did, I believe, is because
people just did not understand it.

Any sound man knows about ordi
nary phasing problems. H you apply
monophonic program to two loud
speakers, spaced apart, and you oc
cupy a suitable position, the sound
will appear to come from midway be
tween them. If you move your posi
tion, the apparent source will change.
That fact was an early criticism of
stereo. But let us not stop there.

If, while you stay in the position
where the sound seems to come from
midway, you reverse the phase of the
sound fed to one of the loudspeakers.
something peculiar happens. Now the
sound no longer comes from in front.
but its source seems to "get lost." If
you now move around, as you get
closer to one or the other speaker, the
sound will seem to come from the
nearest one.

That is using two loudspeakers,
radiating out of phase. The open back
loudspeaker is a single unit, radiating
out of phase from front and back. So
the sound field it creates in the vicinity
of a listener's head is somewhat like that
produced by two loudspeakers out of
phase. But it is different because now
the out-of-phase sources are close to
gether, not widely separated, which
means that the effect the double source
produces is not confined to the special
spot we discussed. relative to the
widely separated case.

That is half the story. The other
half is putting another such unit on
the other stereo channel. Now the
combined field from both of these
dipole units creates a sound field
around the listener's head that is a com
posite of that radiated by the indi
vidual units. It can and does create
stereo separation at the listener's head.

It plays down reflected sound be
cause this complex sound field is far
stronger. to the listener. than all the
confusion that develops a few milli
seconds later. It is a completely dif
ferent way of getting the desired au
thentic effect.

One argument used against the CBS
system was that stereo separation dis
appeared below 250 hertz, or what
ever crossover frequency was used for
that purpose. That was a purely theo
retical argument, with no foundation
in practice. The fact is. in any room
of the size in which such a system
would be used. stereo separation of
those low frequencies is impossible
anyway.

The sense of location for instru
ments that include those low frequen
cies is not due to those frequencies at
all. Try it, with string bass repro
duction. for example. CBS demon
strated it with that kind of program.
but not enough people listened to the
demonstration. The overtones gave the
sense of location and the low fre
quency part was convincingly-au
thentically-conveyed as being where
the rest of the sound appeared to
come from.

You do net have to get a CBS iso
phonic to do that job. Any open
backed loudspeaker can be used in
the same way-or rather. a pair of
them.

And what about quad? This would
be interesting to pursue. The main
purpose of the "rear" speakers is to
reproduce ambience. This changes
our expectations of them. Before quad
was introduced, some experimented
with creating artificial ambience, by
feeding delayed signal to the front
units (since that is all there was) out
of phase. It was more convincing than
you would expect. •
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MARTIN DICKSTEIN

@)Sound With 11118181

• Although the Season of Lights has
come to an end, the field of lighting
has expanded to an enormous extent
through their application in discos and
similar establishments, and the same
can be said of sound. At a recent con
ference in New York, Disco III, run
by Billboard Magazine, equipment to
boggle the mind through both eye and
ear was demonstrated. Just a look at
random, with no special order of ap
pearance, might give an idea of what's
available for whatever situation any
one might have in mind. Please be
aware that mention here in no way in
dicates personal or db preference of
one over another, nor is this any ad
vertisement for the described systems.

LIGHTS FANTASTIC
Starting in the light, a company

called Lights Fantastic showed a pro
jector using a 250-watt tungsten-halo-

gen lamp with an output of 600-plus
lumens per square foot. The unit it
self acts as a light source, and the
mounting on the front permits setting
up a range of lenses and effect-creating
attachments. For example, a liquid
and animation wheel can be rotated
at 1h rpm to make slowly moving
blending effects appear on the walls
or ceiling. A color splode, a two-cell
tank with two different colored liquids,
can also be attached. A small pump
agitates the liquids and creates color
patterns, pulsating with the music but
with no direct link to the sound.
Combinations of blue, red, and yel
low are available. Whirling bands of
color can be created by another at
tachment consisting of a set of color
cogs which are intermeshed and ro
tated by a high speed motor. There's
also an attachment to allow three ef
fects to be mounted at the same time
with a built-in electronic timer con-

trolling the time lapse between effect
changes. Each of the effects can also
be set for any time desired between
20 seconds and 15 minutes. Addition
ally, a prism lens is available for mul
tiple overlapping images made to ro
tate within themselves and around a
central axis.

MOIREMATIC
A British company called Moire

matic makes use of a similar projector
and provides the front end devices for
additional effects. A ColourFlash at
tachment adds alternating movement
of flashing colors, and the Colour
Change unit blends moving colors
slowly for a dream-like effect. A se
ries of slip-in discs is available to cre
ate such effects as squares, dots, tri
angles, lines and ovals, which can
rotate and move horizontally.

One of the most widely used effects
in the disco field comes from a laser
light. By manipulating the movement
and the patterns these brilliant color
emitters can produce, the operator
can create an immensely dramatic
light-with-sound presentation. There is
also equipment which can operate by
itself, without manual control, to cre
ate programmed effects around the
area. Laser Physics, for example, in
establishing the system for the latest

CD
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OJtlDBl"I JJIOVNlfl ~
Special Introductory Price o•JfmY -·'!!:l•SRegularly $12.95
----------------•••••Recording Institute of America, Inc.

15 Columbus Circle
New York, New York 10023

A must for you whether you're
an Amateur or Professional,
Architect or '~II Thumbs".

•Detailed Explanations
•Diagrams
•Construction Designs

If you're looking to.....

•Start building from scratch
•Convert your garage or
basement into a recording
or rehersal studio or

•Just acoustically remodel
your favorite room

--
Please enclose O Check or O Money Order

copies of BUILDING YOUR OWN RECORDING STUDIO @$9.95 each.

Name
Address _

State Zip _

Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery

...•.
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disco in New York, uses a remote con
trol system for a setup of lasers hid
den behind mirrors hanging over the
bar and using an optical scanner
driven by an optical cable source. Va
rious other companies are also in
volved with supplying lasers and
modulators for sound-to-light effects.

One requirement for any laser sys
tem to be acceptable is that it must
conform to either state or federal reg
ulations. Lasers are known to be pow
erful enough to burn holes in any
thing they concentrate on. For laser
systems in discos, the power of the
beam must be cut way down. There is
still, however, a controversy as to
whether the low level of the beam can
cause any damage to the human body.
The contention is that the beam, as
weak as it may be, can still damage
the eye by destroying the optically
sensitive cells in the cornea in a di
rect hit. This also holds for reflection
from sequin dresses, jewelry, etc. To
avoid this, of course, the dancers must
not wear reflective clothing or acces
sories, and must never look up at the
source of the light beams. There would
be no pain in the damaged area, and
the lesion would be small, but future
sensitivity would be seriously af
fected.

New York State, the only one to
establish safety requirements, main
tains that each laser light operator of
a unit over 1 watt must hold a certifi
cate of competency, diagrams must
be provided by the performing group
using lasers of the path of the beam
of each layer, proper alignment of
the optics and scanning beam pattern
must be verified, no beam in the 400-
600 nanometer frequency range shall
strike the audience nor shall any re
flective surface be in the path of the
beam of this wavelength to deflect it
toward any occupied area. The laser
system must have two interlocks to
turn off the beam if the scanning sys
tem fails, the laser and beam must be
in continuous view of the operator,
and must be turned off by the opera
tor (and the key removed) when he
leaves the operating area.

SNAKE LIGHTS
Strobes are old hat to most people,

but other flashing devices have made
the scene. Snake lights, for example,
by LaTec International (a division of
Musical Instrument Corp. of Amer
ica) makes flexible plastic tubes 16
feet long containing 84 lamps wired
to four separate channels. With any
of the many multi-channel program-

mers and control units available, the
lights appear to follow each other
along the tube. Any shape and any
length can be set up to include up
to 25 individual snakes.

Various companies produce the soft
ware used with the effects projectors.
The discs that rotate in the motor
ized front ends of the many projec
tors available come in many colors,
patterns, and images. These same com
panies also produce various other de
vices for creating special effects. For
example, catalogues contain specs on
rotating lights, similar to police units,
bubble machines, fog machines, and a
myriad of others.

Other special light-including acces
sories can also be found. Whole dance
floors can be made up of sections,
each containing lights covered with a
strong plastic transparent top that
acts as the dance floor. Sections are
connected together and can be pro
grammed like any other light show.
Another item containing lights is man
ufactured by Swivelier, who make a
panel with fiber optic clusters. These
can be used as table tops or hung on
a wall. The source is a single bulb,
but the effect can be of changing pat
terns and colors that vary every sec
ond. And let's not leave out the holo
gram. The Holex Corp. has a com-

o
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Quality and reliabmty
all the way down the line.

No matter what TDK tape you use, and no
matter what application you use it for, you get
the same superior performance and reliability.
That's what you'd expect from a world leader
in ferromagnetic technology.

TDK SA, AD and D cassettes set new
standards for cassette sound and performance
they're ideal for stereo dubs from master tapes
for discriminating music clients, for instance.
TDK "Y" Series duplicator cassettes give you
superb performance in an economical package for
extra-long runs-even at speeds up to 120ips.

Or, you can have the same quality in l/s" pancake.
TDK Audua open reels and pancakes provide the
ultimate in 14'' lab quality tape formulations.
And our selection of A-V, Endless, Dictation
(leaderless) and Data Cassettes. is complete. Each
is designed to TDK's stringent quality controls.
Finally, our ultra-reliable test cassette series
offers long-lasting service for laboratory
measurements, quality control evaluation,
production line assembly testing and precision
servicing.

Get the TDK full line story from your
professional products supplier, or write us direct.
Let us show you how TDK products can upgrade
the quality of your operation.

@TDK.
World leader in recording tape technology.

TDK Electronics Corp .. 755 Eastgate Boulevard, Garden City, New York 11530. In Canada contact Superior Electronics Industries, Ltd.
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plete catalogue of these images that.
can be purchased according to the
type desired. There are transmission
holograms and reflection holograms,
the former illuminated by light from
behind (transmitted light), and the
latter by light from the front (re
flected light). There are also different
types of images. The virtual image, for
instance, appears to be behind the
hologram; the real image appears to
be in front of the hologram. With
an image plane, the image appears to
be surrounding the surface of the
hologram. Such descriptive titles as
Shark, Racing Cars, Bat, Flying Sau
cer, Monsters give one an idea of the
possibilities. There are also movies,
brief to be sure, with titles like Train
(train coming out of a tunnel), Tetra
(a computer generated three dimen
sional hologram), and Goldfish Bowl
(which has a fish swimming forward
and backward).

LOVELi NE
An interesting sound-related system

was also described at Disco III. Called
Loveline, the system consists of a
phone hookup, with a red instrument
on each table. To call someone at an
other table, just dial the number of
the lighted ball over the called table.
The other phone will ring, and the

phone conversation remains private. A
variation is to replace the ringing bell
with a flashing red light. The manufac
turer is Intercommunications, Ltd.

An unusual sound transmitting de
vice was also on display. Called Sound
sphere, and made by Sonic Systems,
Inc., the unit is actually a sphere with
small speakers located around the ball
at carefully selected positions and a
spherical distribution pattern. Power
handling can be 250 watts with an im
pedance of 4 ohms; frequency response
is 35 Hz to 20 kHz, maximum sound
level is 128 dB at 4 feet with 100 watts.

According to the list of exhibitors,
there were 89 "non-sound" booths,
and fifteen sound rooms. Among the
lighting booths were such names as
Blackstone Productions, creators of
polarized animated slides and "atmos
pheres" with multi-image presentations;
AVL, multi-image programmer de
vices; Span Engineering, holograms;
Edmund Scientific Co., unique lighting
and special effect devices; Digital
Lighting; Soleil Laser Entertainment;
Selectrocution, Ltd., audience partici
pation games for singles; and Package
Lighting Systems, lighting instruments
and illuminated dance floors. Among
the sound names were Sigma Sound
Studios, Rosner Sound, Technics by
Panasonic, Portman-Shore Electronics

("Sound Sweep" device), Altee, and
Cerwin-Vega,

All in all, it was quite an eye and
ear opening (or closing) show. One
interesting sideline to the light and
sound business is the application in the
newest craze, the roller skating rink.
Although the lighting can be similar
to the disco effects, since there is
music to which the skaters dance, and
the lights can create a similar atmos
phere, what is to be done about the re
quired level of sound at the rinks? The
sound of the roller skates during the
dancing is extremely loud. The music
has to top this general ambience by a
difference comparable to the level of
the disco music over the sound of sim
ple shoe shuffling along the floor. It
can be a formidable problem. There
also has to be a slight modification in
the lighting compared to the disco. On
the skating dance floor, bad reflections
can cause momentary blindness and
possible accidents. It's a whole new
ball park, or dance arena, rather.

P .S. I've received several letters re
questing addresses of people and firms
mentioned in the column. For general
information, here they are: The Vari
able Speech Control Co., 2088 Union
St., San Francisco, Ca. 94123, atten
tion George Leslie. Also requested,
Jim Sant'Andrea, 300 E. 44th St., New
York, N.Y. (212) 557-0070. •

C\J
C\J
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New
Uterature

INDEPENDENT STUDY

An Associate in Specialized Tech
nology degree in Electronics Technol
ogy can be earned in a program de
scribed in this home-study catalog.
Contact: Center for Degree Studies.
Electronics, AST, INTEXT, Catalog
969V, Scranton, Pa. 18515.

TOOL HEAVEN

More than 3,000 tools for electronic
assembly and precision mechanics are
described in the 1977 Fall Catalog.
Mfr: Jensen Tools & Alloys, 1230 S.
Priest Dr., Tempe, Az. 85281 .

RELAYS

878 models of various relays, photo
controls and opto-isolators are featured
in this catalog. Mfr: Sigma Instruments
Inc., 170 Pearl St.. Braintree. Mass.
02184.

FREQ. OUT

"Freq. Out" refers to an 8-digit
counter described in a four-page bro
chure. Mfr: Continental Specialties
Corp., 70 Fulton Terrace. New Haven.
Ct. 06509.

MIC TALK

A free guide to microphones, '·A
Brief Guide to Microphones," is a 15-
page booklet explaining the basic facts
about microphones. Mfr: Audio-Tech
nica. 33 Shiawassee Ave.. Fairlawn.
Ohio 44313.

CAPACITORS
A J 2-page short form capacitor cata

log, #52-03, details a line of ceramic
·capacitors. Mfr: Murata Corp. of
America, 1148 Franklin Rd. S.E ..
Marietta. Ga. 30067.

PROFESSIONAL TAPE

Tape cassettes for professional use
are described in a new brochure. Mfr:
TDK Electronics Corp .. 755 Eastgate
Blvd.. Garden City. N.Y. 11530.

WIRE AND CABLE

A new 32-page booklet lists this
firm's latest line. Mfr: Consumers Wire
& Cable Co., 6600 N. Lincoln Ave..
Chicago. Ill. 60645.

DIE CASTING
Three compact publications pack

aged in a folder answer the basic
questions about die casting, including
directory information of suppliers. Mfr:
American Die Casting Institute, Inc ..
2340 Des Plaines Ave .. Des Plaines.
Ill. 60018.

OVERHEAD PROJECTOR

Centurian 2000, a new overhead
projector, is described in an introduc
tory brochure. Mfr: H. Wilson Corp ..
555 W. Taft Dr., S. Holland, Ill. 60473.

FREE CATALOG
____,

~

•
HARD-TO-FIND PRECISION TOOLS
Lists more than 3000 items: pliers, tweezers, wire
strippers, vacuum systems, relay tools, optical
equipment, tool kits and cases: Also includes ten
pages of useful "Tool Tips" to aid in tool selection.
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Add 1.75 for shipping
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MODELS-BA
12" PROFESSIONALTONE ARM

LPB Inc., 520 Lincoln Highway, Frazer, Pa. 19355 (215) 644-1123

NEW FROM LEADER

The 20MHz Dual
Trace Scope.

Fast, pushbutton front
panel X/Y operation.

Brightstable display.

Add& subtract mode. Compact, lightweight. Automaticalternate
chop, select; TV Synch

Faster. Brighter. More
Versatile. Economical.
Model LBO- 508 .... $689. 95 with accessories
See your distributor or write direct for details. .....•.

CD-...J
OJ

Q.
er151 Dupont Street, Plainview, N.Y. 11803

(516) 822-9300 ~1:l ..,, 74:;¡_,,,
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BUT SOONER OR LATER
YOU'RE GONNA HAVE TO CLEAN

UP YOUR ACT.

WHY LIMIT YOURSELF
WITH MASTERING TAPE?

You won't catch a
professional racedriver putting
cheap gas into his Lotus.
It'sjust dumb.

And the same holds
true in the studio. With all that
heavy machinery and expensive
talent, it makes no sense to
compromise on your mastering
tape.

TODAY'S SCOTCH 250 IS
THE STATE OF THE ART.

With 250 you get far
less tape noise. Considerably
more high end clarity. Our
exclusive oxide formulation and
application reduces Mod
noise. And when you add all
that to dbx or Dolby it'spositively
the cleanest sound around.

SINCE WORDS ARE
CHEAP, WE PUT 250 TO
A ROUGH TEST.

Whatever the numbers
or the meters say, it'syour ears
you should listen to. So we
went to a very fussy, very fine
engineer and asked him to
devise a test to demonstrate the
difference between 250 and
our nearest competitor.

The guy first thought
we were nuts.

"You're serious?"
he asked. "I use 250. What if my
test proves the other tape is
cleaner?"

Wegulped a little,
and told him to go ahead. This
test was bound to be expensive.
But itwould also beworthless,
if everything wasn't above
board. That's why we chose
Tom Jung of Sound 80,
Minneapolis, to put it together.
You may have heard of him.

THE TEST PROGRAM
WAS RECORDED-ON
TWIN MACHINES.

Jung, as we expected,
left nothing to chance. On
April 18, 1977 he recorded an
original music program
simultaneously on two 24-
track MCI's fed by one console.
One recorder was carefully
optimized for 250. The other,
just as carefully, for the
competitor's tape.

Jung used NAB
equalization at 15 ips. He really
packed both tapes at 6db
(370 nWb/m) over standard
operating level-without a shred
of noise reduction.

THE TRUTH CAME OUT
FIRST AT THE AES SHOW.

It was May 1O, 1977
at the LA Hilton. For playback
weset up identical machines
(our own M79 24-tracks, this

CLEAN UP YOUR ACT
WITH ''SCOTCH'' 250.

time) with Altee 19 speakers.
Then we opened our doors.

For each group of
engineers we played not only
the full mix, but individual
tracks, first on one machine,
then the other.

THERE WERE SOME
WHOCOULD NOT
BELIEVE THEIR EARS.

"Play that basstrack
again'.'they'd say.And we'd
play it.

"Are you sure both
tapes were recorded at the
same level?"Weassured them
they were.

"Lemme hear the
strings with the horns'.'

In three days close to
600 people heard our 20-minute
demo.

AND THE TRUTH IS ...
Wedidn't find one

engineer who didn't hear the
difference in L.A. Ditto in
Nashville, where the demo was
repeated July 13 and 14.

You can simply pack
more sound on Scotch 250 and
still stay clean.

So the bottom line
is this. Scotch 250 is cleaner
tape.

"Scotch" is a registered trademark of 3M Company, St. Paul, Mn. 55101,© 1977,3M Co.
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r:Switch to a better ·idea'
I , ...:.I. L L_ J

5

2 8

The leader in
features, per
formance, and
reliability in REPRO LEVEL
replacement recorder electron
ics.3-speedEO; distortion-reduc
ing circuits; remote control.
compatible with most transports.

lnovonics·
Magnetic
Recorder
Electronics
Model 375-$690
lnovonics Inc.
503-BVandellwav
Campbell,CA95008
(408) 374-8300

C>
Jl

CASSSETTE TAPES
AMPEX C-90 3 pk/w stackette
BASF Studio C-90.
Fuji FX C-90 .
Maxell LN C-90.
Maxell UD C-60.
Maxell UD C-90.
Maxell UD C-120.
Maxell UOXL 1 or 2 C-60 ..
Maxell UOXL 1 or 2 C-90.
Memorex C-90 3 pk.
Scotch C-90 3 pk.
Scotch Master 2 or 3 C-90
Sony C-90.
TOK OC-60
TOK OC-90
TOK OC-180 1180 rrunutesj
TOK AO C-60.
TOK AO C-90.
TOK AD C-120
TOK SA C-60
TOKSA C-90

.. $4.99 for 3
...... 2.39

....... 2.80
. 1.99

...... 1.93
. 2.84

...... 3.84
. 2.47

. .. 3.47
. 5.99 lor 3

... 4.99 for 3
3.29

...... 1.79
1.14
1 56

. 2.88
... 1.62

. . . . 2.40
. 3.30
1.98

. 2.88

cor-,
m

REEL-TO-REEL
Maxell UD 50-60 11200 fl I
Maxell UD 35-90 ( 1800 ft. l .
Maxell UOXL 35-908 11800 It. I
Maxell UD 35-18013600 ft 10'h"I
Scotch 212 11aoo ft. I
Scorch 20711800 ft.I
TOK L-180011800111.

8-TRACK
AMPEX 382 8T 90 min ..
Maxell LN ST 90 min.
Memorex 2 pk 90 min
Scotch 2 pk 90 min

J & RMusic World
33 Park Row, N.YC. 10038

(212) 732-8600
MAIL ORDERS: For shipmen! wuntn 4·a hours send
money order or cerlrfied check. Two weeks delay
on personal checks. Please add $2.50 per order for
sh1pprng & handling. N.Y.S. Residents add tax. NO
e.o.o. 's ALL TAPES 100% GUARANTEED

Minimum Order 12 Ta~es
IM&J_t£_!JJ§_J£_t_J_?!4
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WORAM AUDIO ASSOCIATES
Consultants in Studio Systems

Engineering, Design and Installation

-offering-

A COMPLETE CONSULTATION
SERVICE FOR STUDIO

PLANNING AND
CONSTRUCTION

FREE-LANCE RECORDING
SERVICE IN THE
NEW YORK AREA

516 764-8900
45 Lakeside Dr.

Rockville Centre, N.Y. 11570

What's
COOkina?
IC Op-Amp Cookbook by
Walter G. Jung. Explains
basic theory of the IC op
amp in a down-to-earth
manner. Includes over 250
practical circuit applica

tions. Fully illustrated anddesigned
for all interested in modern linear IC

design techniques. Coversgeneral operating
procedures, such as offset nulling, frequency
compensation, and protection against abuses
and failures; signal-processingcircuits; audio
circuits including low-level preamps,active fil
ters and equalization circuits, power-booster
stagesup to 100 watts, and a variety of other
specialized circuits. Includes unique devices
that cannot becategorizedwith standardtypes
-programmable op amps, operational trans
ductance amplifiers, quad current-differencing
amp!ifiers, etc. $12.95

SAGAMORE PUBLISHING CO, INC.
1120Old Country Road,
Plainview, N.Y. 11803
Pleasesend.Lcopies of IC·Op-AmpCookbook
at $12.95. N.Y.S. residentsadd 8%salestax.

Great kids.
Great families.
AFS brings
you together.

Through AFSInternational Scholarships,
a student from any one of 60 nations
can live with great families, like yours,
for a year while he or she attends high
school in your community.
It is a special opportunity for your
family to know a young person from
abroad. You share your world while
learning about his. A year of friendship,
challenge and fun.
It all happens at home, and all you
have to be is yourself.

Host an AFS
foreign student .
r----------------------~

Pleasesend more information about
how my family can host a student.

Name ------------------

Address

City _

State Zip _

.:3~ International
~ ~ Scholarships

313 East 43rd St.,New York, N.Y 10017
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MINIATURE LOUDSPEAKER
• Tiny (6.85 in. x 4.25 in. x 4.65 in.)
200A speaker is rated at 30 watts, and
provides 90 dB of sound pressure for
a 1 watt input at one meter distance.
The unit is equipped with a 4 in.
woofer and 1 in. dome tweeter using
a high density, high temperature metal
voice coil system. It has recessed color
coded quick disconnect terminals, and
can be wall mounted, horizontally or
vertically.
Mfr: Analog & Digital Systems, Inc.
Price: $105.
Circle 60 on Reader Service Card

STEREO CROSSOVER
• Sound is separated into low and
mid/high frequencies by Pyramid 1000
stereo crossover. Crossover frequency
is 800 Hz. Claimed total harmonic and
intermodulation distortion is less than
0.5 per cent. Complementing the Pyra
mid 1000 is the S-2501 electronic fre
quency dividing network, a two-way
stereo unit. The S-2501 can be used
in conjunction with any bi-amplifica-
tion system.
Mfr: Showco, Inc.
Circle 61 on Reader Service Card

PORTABLE MODULAR CONSOLE
• Sophistication or simplicity, at the
option of the purchaser, are available
on modular 2022 portable mixer. The
console is available with a 16, 24, or
20 input mainframe with a basis of 6
input modules and a wide variety of
optional features. Output noise is 80
dB below, plus 4 dBm (OVU) and
input noise is -128 dBm, 10 Hz-10
kHz. Frequency response is ± 1 dB
20 Hz-20 kHz; claimed thd is less than
0.005 per cent: overall gain is 75 dB.
Mfr: 2005AD, Inc.
Price: Mainframe-

16, 20 inputs ... $1,760
24 inputs ... $1,900

Circle 62 on Reader Service Card

MINIATURE LAVALIER MIC

• Almost invisible (% in. diameter,
Ya in. length) condenser tie clasp
microphone C090 is supplied with a
tie bar mount, windscreen, storage
pouch and six feet of cable which
connects the microphone to its belt
clip battery/transformer housing. Op
tionally, Model C090E is available
powered directly from wireless trans
mitters. Frequency response is 40 to
15,000 Hz with an output level of
- 57 dB into a low-impedance input.
Mfr: Electro-Voice
Circle 63 on Reader Service Card

AMPLIFIER
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• A system of analog logic circuitry
called "Vari-Portional" anticipates
power demands and supplies only a
proportional amount of power as re
quired by varying input signal volt
ages on the New Class amplifier. The
unit delivers 250 watts rms per chan
nel at 20-20 kHz, both channels driven
into 8 ohms with a claimed t.h.d. of
less than 0.1 per cent. In addition to
the energy-saving circuitry, the unit
has a solid-state fail-safe overload pro
tection circuitry with automatic reset.
L.e.d. indicators include a red clip
ping signal and monitors for the degree
of usage of the vari-portional system.
There are dual power cords for re
mote a.c. on/ off, removable side panels
for rack mounting, v.u. meters with
range selection for increasing sen
sitivity 10 and 100 times, switching
for two speaker systems, power switch,
and separate gain controls.
Mfr: Soundcraftsmen
Price: $549.00.
Circle 64 on Reader Service Card
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Editorial
Is Four Channel Dead?
In this issue, three articles discuss the present status

of four channel sound. Two of the articles view this
from the vantage of what broadcast will do for it,
or how broadcast can, and possibly should, handle it.

John Woram discusses the alternatives and opts for
a discrete system of broadcast. He opts for the con
cept of discrete broadcasting but does not endorse
any of the systems. Those systems are described in
detail, indicating the benefits and tradeoffs of each.
by Len Feldman.

It is left to Peter Scheiber to take up the cudgels
for matrixed quad. He points out in passing that
matrix quad needs no special FCC permission.

Ah-the FCC. What will it do? And when? Our
crystal ball is beclouded at best when we look into
it for that answer.

Will it be discrete (which one)? Will it be matrix
(which one)? Or, is it even possible that the FCC in
its wisdom will simply fail to act-thus giving the
nod to matrix without any endorsement?

Perhaps the biggest if of all is the one facing the
recording industry. Should it continue to record four
channels? Isn't four channel dead?

No question. The consumer market for four chan
nel sound is (nearly) dead. But will a broadcast
standard revive it? Ask an industry expert from any
of the camps and you will get some answers to that
last question. The specific answer will depend on the
camp, of course and we fall behind our cloudy crystal
again when we try to divine an answer.

One thing is clear to us. Four channel sound is not
dead. Studios should continue to master for quad
release, and release in stereo, of course.

What about the FCC and quad? We think the air
will clear in 1978. L.Z.
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PETER SCHEIBER

360ºSpacein
Two Channels

Perhaps too much attention has been given to
four channel sound. The author views quadriphonics
in a different way.

W HO NEEDS four channels? That is a question I
asked myself back in the late '60s. What audio
needs is space; total, 360 degree space can be
communicated through control of phase in two

channels.
Even the most conservative audiophile won't quibble

with the statement that two channels are here to stay; it's
not going to be "back to mono." What are these two chan
nels for? Is it better to replace the old mono "hole in the
wall" with two holes in the wall? Is it better to have the
audio program reach the listener through two channels
rather than through one?

Obviously, talking about channels simply misses the
point. Stereo is not sound coming from two point sources
instead of one-two "holes in the wall"-stereo is space.
Stereo is an improvement over mono because it takes the

Peter Scheiber can rightly be called the "father" of four
channel matrix. He is presently president of Peter Scheiber
Sonics of Indianapolis, Indiana, manufacturer of the de
coder discussed in this article.

"no space" point source of mono, and stretches it into the
now-familiar "stereo stage"-really, a left-right wall of
space.

But, walls are flat, and the world (including the world
of sound) is round. The step from mono to stereo was a
step in the right direction, but only a first step.

At this point, let's move one step back ourselves, and
take the long view of what the art of sound reproduction
is all about. All those microphones, recording consoles, 2,
4, 8, 16, 24-track tape machines, all the disc cutting
lathes, the phonograph pickups putting out signals mea
sured in billionths of a watt, as well as the amplifiers to
bring these tiny signals up to hundreds of watts to drive
speakers, all the f.m. transmitters and, at the other end,
tuners, are simply some of the links in a chain whose single
purpose is to carry information-audible information, that
is, but coded into more "shippable" electrical form-from
point of origin to each of millions of "output terminals"
the listeners' loudspeakers. The whole progress of the audio
art is the story of progress in bringing the human ear more
and more audible information.

co-...J
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C"AUDIBLE INFORMATION: FREQUENCY AND

INTENSITY
The first sound recording and reproducing equipment

was "flat" from a few hundred Hertz to a couple of thou-
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sand-well, not flat, really, with tremendous peaks and
dips even in this narrow range. The audio art still had a
long way to go in conveying complete frequency informa
tion: we are capable of hearing about from 20 to 20,000
Hertz.

Today, state-of-the-art recording and reproduction can
bring us this whole audible frequency range. And, even
everyday home reproduction equipment is able to bring at
least 60 dB of dynamic range-covering a range of audible
intensities ranging from quite soft to quite loud. Distortions,
adding unwanted information in the form of error signals
generated by the equipment itself, are now routinely kept
below one per cent.

Frequency and intensity information-doesn't this in
clude all the audible information that we have set out to
communicate? Think about it: if we can reproduce every
overtone of any sound properly, with minimal distortion,
and with a full range of intensities, then aren't we giving
the ear all the information it needs for a perfect electronic
re-creation of any conceivable sound that can be heard?
Isn't this all that is needed to reproduce an audibly perfect
singing voice, gunshot, acoustic guitar, synthesizer-any
sound we can hear?

The answer is yes but-
Now we are able to re-create all sounds taking place in

the "sound world" in which we all live-but not the sound
world itself. We live in 360 degrees of sonic space, and
stereo gives us, at best, a 60-to-90-degree segment of this
space. We can reproduce nearly perfectly what any sound
is, but not where it is. Today, in the "age of stereo," the
audio art is bringing us nearly all the frequency and inten
sity information, but losing most of the spatial information.

co,.._
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FINDING THE SPACE FOR THE SPACE
We are looking for a way to convey a 360 degree sound

world; conventional stereo gives us only a fiat, left-right
wall of sound. What is missing, clearly, is the front-back
dimension, which, in combination with the existing left
right dimension, can make possible the re-creation of the
full 360 degrees of space.

But before figuring out how to get where we are going,
it often helps to review how we got where we now are. In
doing this, we are essentially following the same path of
reasoning that I took in the late '60s on the way to my
well-publicized demonstrations of the encoded quadri
phonic disc.

Stereo "codes" the left-right position of sound sources
by controlling amplitude ratio in the stereo pair of
channels. For example, in the recording studio mixdown
process, we want to place a rhythm guitar at left center in
the stereo mix. To do this, we turn the pan pot carrying
this guitar until we are feeding, say, 2x volts of the guitar's
signal into the left channel, and x volts into the right
channel. In playback through the stereo pair of speakers,
the rhythm guitar will be heard from a position left of
stereo center. Now, the guitar can play louder or softer,
changing the absolute signal voltage (x ) fed by the pan
pot into the stereo channels; or we can even replace the
guitar with an entirely different instrument-say, a syn
thesizer-but the 2: 1 ratio of amplitudes set by the pan
pot, feeding the two stereo channels, will not change, and
the sound-rhythm guitar, synthesizer, etc.-will not budge
from left center position. The important thing here is that
position on the "stereo stage" is determined by controlling
the proportions (ratio) of signal applied to the left and
right channels. Stereo mixdown is a coding of left-right
position in terms of amplitude ratio.

This is where stereo is now. We are looking to keep this
left-right dimension, and add the front-back one, because

The Scheiber 360º Spatial Decoder

if we can do this, we will be in a position to carry in our
"stereo" pair of channels not just the usual fiat, left-right
"wall of sound," but a full 360 degrees of space.

It turns out to be mathematically demonstrable that there
is a close analogy between the parameter of amplitude
ratio in two channels, which is generally controlled in order
to place sounds along the left-right dimension of the stereo
"wall of sound," and the parameter of phase difference,
which, in conventional stereo, is not used in a controlled
way at all. If we control the amplitude parameter to get
left-right placement, and the phase parameter to get front
back placement, then, between the two, we can place sounds
anywhere in 360 degrees of space. The mathematical theory
behind this phase-amplitude analogy was published in the
Journal of the Audio Engineering Society in 1971 under
the title, "Analyzing Phase-Amplitude Matrices." Essen
tially, this paper showed that by controlling amplitude in
two channels, we get a single left-right spatial dimension.
while by controlling amplitude and phase, we get a spatial
"phase-amplitude sphere."

The upshot is that with stereo, we've become accustomed
to using only half the spatial-information-carrying capacity
of our "stereo" channel pair. The audio-bandwith pair of
channels present on disc and on f.m. broadcast, and prob
ably soon to be on a.m. as well, is capable of carrying 360
degrees of spatial (or directional) information. [Through
phase difference/ amplitude ratio coding, each of the various
signals in a program (not necessarily four) may be as
signed a specific position on the phase-amplitude sphere.
remaining electrically separated from all other signals in
the channel pair to the extent that its spherical co-ordinates
(latitude and longitude) differs from the others.] The
major challenge-which we're just beginning to meet with
success-has been related to making this theoretical sur
round-space capability of the "stereo" channel pair into
the most effective acoustical reality.

The 360º Spatial Decoder was designed on the basis
of some quite new positional recovery techniques with
the aim of demonstrating a high order of 360 degree
localization from two-channel surround-coded program
sources, including, notably, disc and f.m. broadcast.
Success of the 360º Spatial Decoder in generating an

effective acoustical reality is gauged by the reactions of
major audio reviewers, substantially all saying that the
unit's audible performance in reproducing SQ-coded pro
gram equalled or surpassed what they had previously heard
from discrete four-channel sources. However, this repre
sents a misinterpretation of the design goals of the 360º
Spatial Decoder. The device was not designed to make
obsolete the use of four discrete channels for surround
sound reproduction. Remember, we are interested in audi
tory space, not in channels. The design aim of the 360º
Spatial Decoder is to show how successfully two channels
(the commonly available stereo pair) may be used to carry
the total, 360 degree audible environment.
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ADVANTAGES OF CODING 360º SPACE
IN TWO CHANNELS

Encoding 360 degree sound space in two channels has
many practical advantages from the viewpoint of a spatial
medium for the stereo music market. It can be broadcast
now, without changes in FCC regulations. And, it doesn't
reduce radio audience coverage, as any discrete four
channel system must as a result of the shunting off of a
portion of the station's power into additional subcarriers
not demodulated by the mono and stereo audiences. When
a.m. stereo broadcast is approved by the FCC, which seems
more and more inevitable, the coding method will be the
only way possible to put surround (left-right/front-back)
program on a.m. radio. The encoded quad record is some
what more rugged than the one existing discrete quad disc,
since it contains no extremely fine. ultrasonic modulations,
and the dynamic range of the encoded disc is appreciably
wider, frequency range slightly wider, and distortion much
lower.

A single decoder circuit suffices for both records and
surround broadcasts, while the discrete quad system must
use a separate circuit for each. In fact, whenever we have
a "stereo" pair of channels, we can use it not just for left
right stereo, as we usually do, but for left-right plus front
back stereo-that is, 360 degree spatial stereo-through
control of phase. This is phase-amplitude coding.

THE CLINCHER
Study of encoding-decoding problems revealed that more

spatial information was going on to encoded surround rec
ords than we were, so far, able to get off again. Decoding
equipment simply did not exist that was capable of retriev
ing all the positional information being put on the coded
records. Audible separation obtainable in playing existing
surround-coded records would be a function of ongoing
improvements in decoding technology.

This rather exciting conclusion was soon corroborated
by demonstrations of three "super-decoders:" CBS Tech
nology Center's "Paramatrix," the Tate, and the author's
360º Spatial Decoder, the only one of the three so far
available. All three demonstrated audible separation in
reproducing existing SQ-coded records of a level previ
ously believed by many to be impossible. Technically, all
three are based on "parametric" or "cancellation" princi
ples new to the art, and their order-of-magnitude audible
performance improvement is in part attributable to the
fact that they can achieve full separation without the use
of "gain-riding," or turning off of channels.

Priorities in the design of the 360º Spatial Decoder in
cluded lower distortion and wider dynamic range than
achieved in any other device for the reproduction of sur
round program from disc; 360-degree positional accuracy
and stability, and "smoothness," a term used by my col
leagues at the CBS Technology Center to mean that the
space and separation appear to be "just there," without any
sense of the electronics used to get them. Some circuit
features of the device are:

1) Precision components are used as a matter of course
-not because a I per cent resistor or capacitor sounds dif
ferent from a 5 per cent resistor or capacitor, but because
the 360º Spatial Decoder's design specifications required
that the performance of the actual unit exactly conform to
mathematical calculations.

For example, the phase shifter networks which form the
foundation of the entire device employ I per cent capaci
tors custom-built to values calculated by the author. Only
with precise phase control over the entire audio band, can
the Spatial Decoder do precisely what the equations call
for-with especial reference to accuracy and stability of
sound source placement.

2) Positional sensing is by the precise axis-crossing
(phase comparator) method.

3) Phase detection is based on a modified Fletcher
Munson curve instead of the simple high pass that is quite
satisfactory in consumer-grade devices.

(4) The basic SQ matrix used in the 360º Spatial De
coder has been re-calculated for sharper side image locali
zation. An additional benefit of this is that there is a more
in-phase relationship among the sounds radiated by the
four loudspeakers, resulting in a subtle, but perceptible
quality of "smoothness" or "fullness" of bass characteristic
of the instrument.

5) The 0.05 per cent distortion specified for the Spatial
Decoder refers to intermodulation, and is a conservative
rating (most units test around 0.02 per cent). Unlike any
other decoding equipment, this figure is contributed almost
entirely by class A, f.e.t. circuitry which determines the
basic sound quality of the unit; conventional (bipolar)
transistors account for less than 0.1 per cent.

6) The Spatial Decoder achieves a 90+ dB dynamic
range. This is the widest range of any genuinely functioning
quadriphonic disc or broadcast reproducing equipment. In
my own record listening, I use an audiophile phone pre
amplifier known for exceptionally low noise. With no rec
ord playing, listening through the Spatial Decoder, it is
possible to hear a faint hiss in a quiet room. But if the
volume control on the preamp is turned down. the hiss
level reduces considerably, even though the Decoder is
still wide open. Most of the audible noise is generated by
this preamplifier known for its quietness, and not by the
Decoder!

7) Perhaps the most important difference in the audible
output of the 360º Spatial Decoder is the most difficult to
explain because it deals with a technological challenge new
in the audio art: every decoder must recognize genuine
positional information among the welter of random
phase relationships of musical program material. In com
parison with other "super-decoder," the Spatial Decoder
has a fuller array of mechanisms for discriminating against
phase error information. The audible result has been de
scribed as a "smoothness"-a sense that spaciousness and
360 degree sound source localization are "just there," with
out any awareness of the electronic means used in achiev
ing them.

WHAT NEXT?
One of the most rewarding aspects of studying the ability

of two audio-bandwidth channels to carry 360 degrees of
spatial information with audible success is that each per
formance advance has started out from a level generally
believed to be incapable of being exceeded. And, that
existing 360 degree spatial programs phase-amplitude coded
in two channels can be reproduced with ever-improving
spatial precision as decoding techniques continue to be re
fined. Programmable digital filtering and multiplexing tech
niques suggest the possibility of independent decoding of
substantially every Fourier (frequency) component of
every directional signal in a coded surround program. The
360º Spatial Decoder exemplifies what we can do today.

Who needs four channels? I've heard some great spatial
sound reproduced via four discrete channels; my own pref
erence has been to investigate the potential inherent in
phase-amplitude coding 360 degrees of auditory space in
the two channels that we already have. Through control of
phase information, the "stereo" pair of channels can carry
not only a flat, left-right wall of space, but a full 360 de
grees of surround space. We've been wasting half the
spatial information capacity of our pair of channels. Let's
put it all to use. •
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LEONARD FELDMAN

\tVhateverHappenedto
4-Channel
Broadcasting?
Despite extensive standardization studies, quad development
still remains in limbo.

ON MARCH 23, 1972 the Consumer Electronics
Group of the Electronic Industries Association
(EIA) sent a letter to the FCC, advising that
regulatory agency that the EIA had just voted

to sponsor the organization of a National Quadraphonic
Radio Committee. The objectives of the NQRC, as later
stated in their charter dated May 9, 1972 were:

l. To determine the basic channel requirements (of
quadriphonic sound) from the sound reproduction stand
point.

2. To clarify the technical issues between possible sys
tems that meet these requirements through appropriate
field tests.

3. To determine f.m. signal specifications based on
these field test data and the best scientific information
available.

From mid-May, 1972 until the massive final report of
the NQRC was forwarded to the FCC in November of
1975, more than one hundred skilled engineers, scientists
and technicians gave of their time and of their company's
resources, serving on six separate sub-committees or panels,
working out the mathematics of the five systems which
were lab and field tested, and preparing the summary
report which was submitted to the FCC at the conclusion
of this monumental effort.

It is now more than two years since that report was
submitted to the FCC and, as of this writing, we seem no
closer to having a recognized and standardized 4-chan
nel discrete broadcasting system than we were when the
work of the NQRC began, more than five years ago.

We will examine the reasons for this seeming procrastina
tion on the part of the FCC shortly. For the moment, it is

Leonard Feldman is a well-known audio consultant
and writer.

interesting to note that all has not been totally "quiet on
the quadriphonic front." For one thing, the Federal Com
munications Commission issued a "Notice of Inquiry" on
July 6, 1977 whose stated objective is "to determine if there
is sufficient interest to warrant the Commission's adoption
of standards for quadriphonic broadcasting, and if so to
develop a record which will assist the Commission in
formulating the needed standards for this service." In plain
English, all of that means that the FCC may be ready to
begin considering the adoption of 4-channel broadcast
standards.

In the notice of inquiry, the FCC discusses no fewer than
twenty-eight separate matters (many of them divided into
sub-questions) which it is asking the public and interested
parties to comment upon. These include everything from
the basic question of whether the broadcasting industry
and/ or the listening public are interested in and willing to
spend the money necessary to transmit or receive quadri
phonic f.m. sound, all the way to questions regarding the
trade-offs implicit in the various discrete, semi-discrete (so
called 4-3-4) and matrix (4-2-4) systems currently under
consideration.

LISTENING TESTS
In a separate but related undertaking, the FCC itself

recently completed a Laboratory Report, entitled "A Sub
jective Evaluation of FM Quadraphonic Reproduction Sys
tems-Listening Tests." A report detailing the results of
these listening tests was issued on September 14, 1977.
Thirty-eight auditors were used in the quadriphonic tests,
fifteen listeners were used in the stereo compatibility tests,
while ten listeners were used in the monophonic com
patibility tests. Listeners were seated in fixed positions in a
listening room measuring some 15 by 22 ft. and were sub
jected to musical fare as well as localization "chirps." They
listened to discrete 4-4-4 systems, the RCA type 4-3-4 en
code-decode system (one of the discrete proposals for 4-
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channel f.m.), QS (Sansui) encode/ decode systems, SQ
(CBS) encode/ decode systems and Matrix H (BBC) encode
decode systems and were tested on their ability to localize
sounds for all of these systems as compared with localiza
tion possible using discrete 4-4-4 systems. While most of the
listeners basically favored the discrete 4-4-4 approach, the
SQ system, in its most sophisticated logic-enhanced mode,
proved to be almost as satisfactory with most musical ma
terial used in the tests.

This raises the question of whether or not a 4-4-4 discrete
broadcast system is really called for at this time. It should
be recalled that when the work of the committee (NQRC)
began back in 1972, enhanced-logic matrix decoders were
still in their infancy and the industry then leaned toward a
discrete system. The development of highly sophisticated
logic systems now raises the question of whether or not the
present stereophonic f.m. broadcast system currently in use
needs to be changed at all, since "matrix" 4-channel
broadcasting not only requires no change of rules hut has
actually been in use for some years now.

ECONOMIC FACTOR
A third factor enters the quadriphonic-f.rn. equation-if

only indirectly. It will be recalled that in the late 1950's,
when stereophonic sound was first gaining wide attention,
f.m. broadcasters were in deep economic trouble. Despite
the demonstrable advantages of f.m., a.m. was the dominant
broadcasting medium and f.m. stations were filing bank
ruptcies as rapidly as others were being given licenses to
broadcast. So, when the NSRC (Na tional Stereophonic
Radio Committee) began its work in the late 1950's, the
FCC and the industry saw stereo f.m. broadcasting stand
ards as a means whereby the fortunes of struggling f.m.
stations might be bolstered. If f.m. broadcasters could
transmit stereo, sponsors might be induced to spend money
for f.m. commercials and the f.m. broadcast picture could
be improved. Thus it was that the FCC acted relatively
quickly (the new rules were promulgated on April 19, 1961)
and by mid-Summer of 1961 several enterprising f.m. sta
tions around the country were already broadcasting stereo
phonic programming. Bear in mind, too. that by 1961 there
was an ample supply of software (records and tapes) and
stereo sound in homes had been well accepted.

In the intervening years, f.m. broadcasting has actually
become the dominant radio medium. How much of this
success of f.m. is owed to its stereophonic broadcast capa
bility is academic. The point is that now a.m. stations find
themselves in the position of underdogs and feel that it is
time that they, too, were permitted to broadcast stereo
phonically. Accordingly, on the same date as the Notice of
Inquiry relating to 4-channel f.m. broadcasting. the FCC
issued a similar notice of inquiry dealing with a.m. stereo
phonic broadcasting. Meanwhile. another committee, the
National A.M. Stereophonic Radio Committee, sponsored
by the EIA, has been preparing its own report based upon
work of its various sub-panels conducted over the last
two years (including field tests of three proposed a.m.
stereo systems conducted in the Washington, D.C. area).

What has all this to do with 4-channel f.m.? Simply this:
it is the opinion of many industry experts that the FCC is
likely to turn its attention to stereo a.m, standards before
it even considers 4-channel f.m. standards simply because
public and broadcaster pressure is much greater in that area.

Don't overlook the fact that a.m. radio is still the
dominant program source in automobiles. Recent interest
in automobile high fidelity equipment has prompted many
car owners to install stereo cassette and/ or 8-track music
systems in their vehicles and if those vehicles are not
equipped with f.m. radio (but have a.rn.), the introduction
of stereo to the a.m. band would provide a relatively inex
pensive additional stereo program source for such users

(assuming that stereo a.m. adaptors would be relatively
simple to manufacture and install).

THENQRCREPORTTOTHEFCC
As has been the practice of EIA committees in the past.

the NQRC did not make an actual recommendation to the
FCC regarding which of the five quadriphonic systems
tested should be favored. Instead, they presented two thick
volumes of data to the FCC, who must now sift through
the data in conjunction with comments received from other
interested parties based upon the notice of inquiry pre
viously mentioned. A brief summary of how each of the
five tested systems works will serve to illustrate the simi
larities and the differences between the various proposed
systems.

Systems are identified as lA (proposed by Quadracast
Systems, Inc.), 1B (by RCA Corporation), lD (by Cooper
UMX), 3A (General Electric Company) and 3C (Zenith
Radio Corporation). The diagram of FIGURE 1 illustrates
the quadriphonic baseband spectrum occupancy of all the
proposed systems. Existing monophonic broadcasting spec
trum utilization is shown in the top line (811), while spec
trum utilization in the currently practiced stereo f.m. sys
tem is shown in the second line of the diagram (BB). Note
that in monophonic service, the SCA (Subsidiary Com
munications Authorization) transmissions (such as back
ground music or other private subscriber programs) many
occupy spectrum space from 20 kHz to 75 kHz. When
stereo f.m. is broadcast, SCA service is confined to a
subcarrier having its center frequency at 67 kHz. In the
case of proposed systems lA, 1B2 (system lB offers various
options), JBl and 3A, SCA service would have to be
"pushed" out beyond the present 75 kHz channel limits of
f.m. as practiced in the U.S. The pilot signal (designated
by an arrow) at 19 kHz is the present pilot used for
stereophonic f.m. broadcasting and, in all the systems, it
remains unaltered. Some of the newly proposed quadri
phonic systems require additional pilot signals at other
frequencies while others make do with just the existing
19 kHz pilot.

SYSTEM 1A
The Quadracast Systems Inc. proposal was originally

developed by Louis Dorren. In this system, main channel
information consists of the sum of all four channels of
program material (LF + LB + RB + RF). Instead of the
two-channel stereophonic sub-channel at 38 kHz, there is
now a quadriture sub-channel. This sub-channel contains
two distinct quadriphonic subcarriers in what is called
quadriture modulation. The first of these crosses the time
axis together with the positive crossing of the 19 kHz
pilot and is modulated with a "left minus right" signal
( (LF + LB) - (RB + RF) ). The second quadriphonic
subcarrier leads the first by 90 degrees and may contain
either a "front minus back" difference signal or a criss
cross signal. Assuming the former, this subcarrier would
therefore be modulated by ( (LF + RF) - (RB + LB) ).

The final component of the composite signal is a third
sub-carrier which would have its center frequency lo
cated at 76 kHz (four times 19 kHz) and would be modu
lated by ( (LF + RB) - (LB + RF) ), the so-called "criss
cross" difference information. If SCA service is desired,
the center frequency of such an SCA carrier would have to
be located at 95 kHz (five times the 19 kHz pilot fre
quency). The approximate signal-to-noise degradation of
this system. as compared with the s/n loss in stereo f.m.,
is estimated by this proponent as being around 7 dB.
(Remember, that in going from mono to stereo, the signal
to-noise degradation was in excess of 20 dB, so that this
further deterioration is small by comparison).
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LF= LEFT FRONT SIGNAL

LB = LEFT BACK SIGNAL

RB= RIGHT BACK SIGNAL

RF= RIGHT FRONT SIGNAL

M = LF + LB + RB + RF

Y = LF + LB - RB - RF

X = LF - LB - RB + RF

U = LF - LB + RB -RF

•I t =PILOT

=SCA SPECTRUM SPACE

A= HILBERT TRANSFORM OF A

M" = MONOPHONIC MAIN CHANNEL SIGNAL

M' = BIPHONIC MAIN CHANNEL SIGNAL = L + R

Y' = BIPHONIC SUBCHANNEL SIGNAL = L - R

Figure 1. Baseband spectra of various proposed
4-channel f.m. broadcasting systems analyzed
by the NQRC.
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SYSTEM 18
The system proposed by the RCA Corporation is really one

which offers two options. Concerned with the problems
which might arise if SCA service were pushed way out to
95 kHz, one version of this system is actually a 4-3-4 sys
tem, in that only the quadriture related pair of extra sub
carriers at 38 kHz are employed, as illustrated in Line lBl
of FIGURE 1. In this system, SCA service can continue

to exist at a sub-carrier frequency of 67 kHz, as it now
does, and in addition, even a lower amplitude second SCA
service of limited bandwidth might be located up at 95 kHz.

In this system, totally discrete programs are not actually
recovered for the four channels. Channel separation is,
however, considerably better in all directions than might
be achieved with a 4-2-4 system in the absence of logic
separation enhancement. Typically, a recovered LF signal,
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which we shall designate as LF1 (since it is not a "true" LF)
would consist of the following components: LP1 = 0.75LF
+0.25LB -0.25RB +0.25RF. These coefficients show
that the desired LF contribution to the LF channel would
be three times as great as the contributions of the unwanted
signals, which works out to be a separation of 9.54 dB.
Interestingly, a phantom source (such as a "center front"
vocalist, where LF = RF and where LB=RB=O) is re
produced exactly even using a 4-3-4 system such as RCA's
1B1 proposal.

For their alternate proposal, RCA introduces the same
sort of third subcarrier (up at 76 kHz) that Doreen proposes
for the 1A system already discussed. One major difference.
however. is the addition of a small-amplitude pilot signal
at 76 kHz (5 per cent of total modulation) which could
serve as a triggering signal for receivers, directing them to
"switch" from the normal 4-3-4 mode to a full 4-4-4 sys
tem. This system is identified in FIGURE1 as the 1B2 sys
tem and resembles the 1A system in terms of sub-carriers
used, although the modulations used for the quadriture
related 38 kHz subcarriers are reversed. compared with
system 1A.

SYSTEMS 10
The Cooper-UMX approach proposes two different but

compatible systems for quadriphonic f.m. broadcasting.
They are called TFMX (a 4-3-4 system which is compatible
with existing SCA services at 67 kHz) and QFMX (a 4-4-4
system which is incompatible with SCA). The TFMX system
uses three encoded channels during transmission. These
are made up as follows: (Main Channel)= (LF +RB) +
(RF + LB) = T~; -T6 =(LF-RB)t, +45º -(RF
-LB)¿ -45º; and -jTr = (LF-RB).6 + 45º +(RF
- LB) .6 -45º. For the QFMX system, a fourth encoded
channel is added. identified as -jT0 and equal to (LF+RB)
-(RF+LB). .

Examination of FIGURE1 shows which of these signals is
used to modulate which carrrier or sub-carrier in the
Cooper-UMX lDl or 1D2 systems. In case you are won
dering why all the complex algebra and phase shifts are
needed, they are the features that make the Cooper-UMX
system so interesting. It works out to be true that in all of
these modes of quadriphonic operation (either 4-3-4 or
4-4-4), the two-channel signals that would be received by a
conventional stereophonic tuner or receiver can be treated
as matrix-encoded signals. Thus, with a proper form of
matrix decoder a listener could obtain a matrix form of
quadriphonic reception (one which presumably would be
further enhanced by logic separation enhancement cir
cuitry) while the listener who buys a new, properly de
signed tuner or receiver could have semi-discrete (4-3-4) or
even fully discrete 4-channel reception (4-4-4) depending
upon which of the two Cooper-UMX alternative transmis
sion systems was finally approved.

SYSTEM 3A
General Electric, in their system 3A, gets around the

problem of extended bandwidth (required by the third sub
carrier) by creating a vestigial-sideband type of upper sub
carrier at 76 kHz. In other words, essentially only the lower
sideband of this 76 kHz-centered suppressed-carrier side
band modulation is used for the "fourth equation" in this
4-4-4 system. As with the other non-phase-shifting 4-4-4
systems described thus far, the main channel is modulated
by a sum (all four channels) signal, the two quadriture
related 38 kHz subcarriers are modulated by left-minus
right and diagonal-difference signals, while the vestigially

filtered upper sub-carrier is again modulated by the front
minus-back information. General Electric maintains that
by limiting the upper sideband frequencies to, say 78,000
Hz, the IF bandwidth requirements of the receiver are re
duced. allowing greater freedom to tuner and receiver
manufacturers which, they say. will result in lower costs
to the consumer. They do suggest a second pilot at 76 kHz
and. in their case, if any SCA service is to continue, it
would have to be way out at 95 kHz, as was true of sys
tems 1A. 1B2 and 1B1 (where two SCA transmissions are
desired).

SYSTEM 3C
Zenith Corporation, the final proponent in the discrete

4-channel sweepstakes, developed two quite similar sys
tems which make a point of preserving the present SCA
services at 67 kHz, the frequency they presently occupy.
In order to accomplish this, Zenith's upper sub-carrier fre
quency is set at 95 kHz (instead of 76 kHz) and is accom
panied by its own pilot signal. This time, vestigial filtering
is used for the upper sidebands of this upper sub-carrier to
prevent upper frequencies from radiating beyond 100 kHz.
Since the lower sideband's lowest frequency will be 80
kHz (95 kHz less the highest audio frequency-15 kHz
to be broadcast), that leaves a nice open space from 80
kHz down to 53 kHz (the highest sideband of the two 38
kHz quadriture-related sub-carriers) into which the existing
67 kHz SCA sub-carrier can be nestled.

In a modification of their system, known as 3C2, a
couple of quadriture related pilot carriers are added at a
frequency of 57 kHz (three times the basic 19 kHz pilot
carrier). These two separate and separable pilot signals. each
having an amplitude of 5 percent of total modulation,
can be used to control a compress-expand scheme (com
pression of up to 1O dB at the transmitter and correspond
ing expansion at the receiver) and to control a variable pre
emphasis/ de-emphasis scheme at the transmitter and re
ceiver, both of which additions would improve signal-to
noise ratio as well as available dynamic range of transmitted
and received program material.

Even these brief descriptions of the five systems analyzed
by the NQRC give a pretty good idea of how many thou
sands of man-hours went into the project. not to mention
the countless dollars that were expended in the course of
all this work. It is, in a way, unfortunate that because of a
great number of other reasons not related to this outstand
ing engineering effort, the listening public has become
disenchanted with quadriphonic sound. 4-channel home
listening equipment is no longer being offered in great
profusion. Very few records are now offered annually.
either in matrix or in discrete CD-4 format.

If the public responds negatively (or not at all) to the
FCC's notice of inquiry, it is quite possible that the FCC
will abandon its considerations until such time as interest
is renewed in quadriphonic sound generally. On the other
hand, if the FCC, in the course of its deliberations on
stereo a.m. and quadriphonic f.m. should issue rules stand
ardizing both forms of broadcast service, we might witness
renewed interest in quadriphonics simply because some f.m.
stations would begin offering that service.

Many experts maintain that the real success of stereo
phonic sound only came after stereo f.m. broadcasting
began and people became curious enough to want to hear
what things "sounded like in stereo" as they heard radio
announcers alluding to the fact that their programs were
being broadcast stereophonically. Conceivably, the same
thing could happen in the case of 4-channel. The avail
ability of 4-channel broadcasting might also prompt dis
couraged record producers to resume issuing quadriphonic
discs and a new ground-swell might ensue. •
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JOHN M. WORAM

What About Quad
Broadcasting?
Awaiting the big FCC decision-matrix or discrete quad
broadcasting, the long view counts.

A osT db readers know, today's recording industry
is inextricably linked to the broadcast industry.
For we find that the success of many records
is a direct function of "air-play," and, the

success of many radio stations is a direct function of the
(recorded) music that their program director selects.
As we enter 1978, the interdependence of radio and

record is made even more apparent by the controversy
over a standard for f.m. quad broadcasting. It seems that,
finally, this may be the year in which the Federal Com
munications Commission comes to some sort of a decision
on the subject. And, for better or worse, the record
industry seems inclined to look to the Commission to
solve its problem of what to do about quad. Some time
ago, the Commission announced a "notice of inquiry"
period. (See the August 1977 Sync Track). During this
period, the record and broadcast industry-as well as the
general public-was invited to submit comments about
quad to the FCC. The deadline was 16 December, 1977,
with an additional month prescribed for reply comments.

Since these letters to the Commission become a matter
of public record, anyone may examine them, and if
desired, issue a reply. As this issue of db sees the light
of day, the reply period should be just about over, and
the next move will be up to the FCC. (These words are
being typed in mid-November, and do not take into
account any last-minute deadline changes.)

For the confirmed quadnik, the letters on file at the
FCC are indeed refreshing. Over 99 percent are in favor
of quad, and these letters seem to come from a cross
section of the listening public. So, what will the Com
mission do now?

There are several alternatives. It may decide to do
nothing, reserving final judgment for some future date
(otherwise known as stalling). On the other hand, it may
decree that a matrix system is sufficient for f.m. quad
broadcasting. Or, the Commission may authorize the
transmission of one of four discrete channels of pro
gramming.

TYPES OF SYSTEMS
Before presenting an argument for the latter alternative,

a little background information may be in order. By now,
even the reader with no particular involvement in quad
may realize that within the recording industry there are
several competing quadriphonic recording systems. Ad
hering to time-honored tradition, the systems are naturally
incompatible. Broadly speaking, there are the so-called
"matrix" systems (SQ, QS) and the perhaps-mislabelled
"discrete" system (CD-4). I say mislabelled because dis
crete means separate, and obviously a two-channel record
groove does not contain four totally separate tracks, what
ever the circumstances. If we were dealing only with tape,

there wouldn't be anything to argue about. But even the
most rabid proponents of one or another quad record sys
tem seem to be content with the "discrete/ matrix"
nomenclature, and at least it helps to divide the various
warring parties into two fairly recognizable camps.

As for phonograph records, the marvels of SQ, QS and
CD-4 have been described to death elsewhere, and I won't
go into the gory details here. However, I would like to
clear up the point that a discrete broadcasting system has
no direct relationship to the so-called discrete (i.e., CD-4)
record.

I'm acutely aware of the potential for confusion here,
since as a consultant to JVC and Panasonic, I'm up to my
ears in both CD-4 records and discrete broadcasting.

AHA! The truth is out, right here in the pages of db!!
Obviously, my mind has been poisoned, and I'm sup
porting discrete broadcasting because of CD-4. Well,
guess again folks. My mind may indeed be poisoned, or
gone completely perhaps, but it's got nothing to do with
any relationship between CD-4 records and discrete broad
casting. There are matrix broadcasting systems, and
discrete broadcasting systems, but there is no such thing
as a CD-4 broadcasting system, as we shall presently see.
(I hope).

I'd like to go on record (sorry about that) as saying
that I've probably heard as many rotten quad records as
the next person. And I've also heard some beautiful
music too. Some of my favorite records are matrix-en
coded, and some of my other favorites are CD-4. And
for whatever it's worth (nothing, perhaps) the last two
records that I engineered have been released by labels
that support two of the leading matrix systems. As a
listener, I've discovered that all systems have made im
pressive advances over the years. As a recording engineer,
I know that we can expect even greater improvements
tomorrow. And as a soothsayer, I haven't got the foggiest
notion about which system will eventually drive the others
off the market.

And as a reader, you may be wondering what all this
has to do with a quad broadcasting standard. The answer
is, plenty! Various matrix proponents are urging the FCC
to adopt a matrix standard based around their favorite
system, which I shall call matrix "X". This may be under
standable, since an official FCC endorsement of matrix
"X" would do wonders for the health of that system. and
probably wreck the competition in the process. How
ever, it seems to me that it would be a lot healthier for all
of us if the competition got wrecked in the marketplace,
as the record buying public made a free choice, based
upon what it heard.

And, there's only one broadcasting system that will allow
the record buyer to hear any quad format that's now on the
market, as well as any other (oh, no!) that may come
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along in the foreseeable future. Before describing this dis
crete system, Jet's quickly review the basics of current
stereo f.m. broadcasting. Prior to transmission, the left and
right channels of the stereo program are mixed together
to form what I shall label an A and a B channel. The A
channel is a simple summation of left and right (A=L+R).
In order words, it's a mono program-and it is this A
channel that is picked up by a mono receiver. The B
channel is formed by L-R and is received along with the A
channel by stereo receivers. If you'll forgive a little math,
it can be shown that there are two possible ways of
combining A (=L+R) and B (=L-R). These are;

(L + R) + (L - R), and (L + R) - (L - R)
As the mathematicians Jove to say, "With two equations

and two unknowns (L and R, that is) the problem may be
solved." In English, that means that the stereo receiver
may deliver a two-channel program.

DISCRETE SYSTEM
Well, for better or worse, a four-channel broadcasting

system must coexist with this firmly entrenched system, so
as not to render obsolete all the mono and stereo receivers
now on the market. A discrete system does this by letting
the A channel contain the sums of all four signals. The B
channel contains the difference between the two lefts and
the two rights. In other words (L, + Lb)- (Rf + Rb). The
two additional channels, C and D, provide other com
binations of the four signals. These are; C = (Lr + Rr) -
(Lb+ Rb)and D = (Lr +Rb) - (R, + L¡¡).

Now, with four equations and four unknowns, we have
full compatibility with existing receivers plus the ability
to provide full four channel reproduction over a discrete
receiver.

But, the four equations have no more of a direct rela
tionship to the four channels of a quad program than our
existing two-channel transmission system has to the con
ventional stereo record. In both cases, the program is "re
mixed" to suit the requirements of the transmission system.
and later restored to its original format at the receiver,
provided this receiver is equipped to do so. If not, the
listener still hears the complete program. but minus the
stereo (or quad) enhancement.

MATRIX DECODERS
Although a discrete broadcasting system plays no

favorites among the competing quad systems, it does not
mean that all systems suffer, as some people suppose. In
fact, it is perhaps ironic that the discrete broadcast system
has the potential to deliver better matrix "X" programs
than the conventional matrix stereo system itself. This
apparent contradiction is due to the fact that the very best
matrix decoders cost about $2,000-well beyond the means
of most record buyers, but not out of reach of the state
of-the-art radio station. In fact, the leading matrix pro
ponents might find it advantageous to lend such super
decoders to some radio stations, so that listeners may hear
matrix quad records under the most ideal circumstances.
Furthermore, the matrix proponents have stated that we
may expect to hear even better decoders in the future.

This means that if a quad broadcasting system is stand
ardized around any matrix system, the listener will be
obliged to buy a new decoder periodically in order to
enjoy future advances in matrix technology. By way of
contrast. if a super-decoder were in use at the station, this
could be updated periodically. and all listeners would bene
fit, both now and in the future. Of course. this requires a
discrete broadcasting system.

MONO
The mono listener receives an added bonus from discrete

broadcasting, and this point should interest those stations

that have abandoned their matrix encoded programming
due to listener complaints. The complex phase relation
ships that are a function of every matrix system are re
moved prior to broadcasting. Therefore, the mono listener
will hear a satisfactory program (still only mono, of course),
with no strange cancellations due to subtractive phase
relationships.

As another plus, the discrete system does not obsolete
existing stereo receivers with built-in (or add-on) decoders.
Since the A and B channels contain the entire stereo version
of the transmitted program, this may be decoded at home
by the listener who does not yet own a discrete receiver.
This matrix-decoded program will be no worse (and no
better) than the present f.m. system, but it will suffice until
the listener is ready to step up to a fully discrete receiver.

In short, a discrete broadcasting system leaves the door
open for future improvements. If the FCC adopts such a
standard, it obligates no one to run out and rebuild his
radio station. As in the early days of stereo, no doubt a few
stations will change over almost immediately (some are
now ready to do so), and these will attract the serious
audiophile listener. Gradually, more and more stations
will go discrete as the market expands. Improvements in
a.m. stereo will surely persuade other f.m.ers to go dis
crete. And, the advantages of discrete broadcasting will give
them somewhere to go to maintain their competitive edge.

In the meantime, the battle over the ultimate software
system will be fought in the marketplace. And if matrix
X is really the greatest thing since sliced bread, it will win
easily, without being rammed down the broadcaster's
throat by federal regulation. Of course, maybe someone
will invent an even better system tomorrow. With discrete
broadcasting, we shall all be able to hear it. •

GARNER
TAPE
ERASERS
provide clean erasures in only four seconds-with
no noise residue. Tapes are wiped cleaner than new.
Our simple, safe, continuous belt operation handles
all sizes of reels, cartridges and cassettes. Several
models: Up to 16".Also Video Erasers.
Garner Erasers are now fulfilling the exacting
requirements of many major organizations around
the world...yet are so low priced that the smallest
studio or station can afford one.
User reports ... "It is a big improvement over what we
used to use, or anything else on the market today."

-Ric Hammond, KNX Radio (CBS), Hollywood, Calif.

Call today or write for brochure.

GARNER INDUSTRIES
4200 N. 48th sr., Lincoln, NE 68504,Phone: 402-464-5911
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Sometime before the
sun comes up, you'll learn
to loveyour MM-1200.

Ampex gives you a lot of reasons to buy
an MM-1200 multichannel audio recorder:
capacity, fidelity, flexibility and reliability.
The performance specifications alone have
made this the best seller among professional
multitrack recorders.

But you'll find your own reasons for
loving the MM-1200 you buy.

Some morning, after a long session
that dragged through the wee hours, you're
going to realize just how many MM-1200
features you used to keep things moving.
How you used the electronic tape timer,
plus search-to-cue, to save precious minutes
of time. How you used the quick-change

head feature to switch back and forth
between 8, 16 and 24 track work. The ease
with which you employed the optional
accessories such as the pure video layback
head, synchronizer and variable speed
oscillator to finish the audio portion of a
video production.

The same professional drive for perfec
tion that kept you going, kept our engineers
working to refine an already-respected
design.

That's why you see so many MM-1200s
in professional recording studios. Sooner
or later, before the sun comes up, every
body learns to love an MM-1200.

AMPEX

Ampex Corporation, AudioVideo Systems Division, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, California 94063, 415/367-2011.
Circle 33 on Reader Service Card
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HAROLD LINDSAY

Magnetic Recording:
Part II

From Todd-AO to digital recording; one thing
led to another.

PART ONE, published last month detailed the begin
nings of the fledgling Ampex Company and how
its ailing finances during the development of the
first American tape recorder were solved by a

check bearing the signature of Bing Crosby ....
The first two Model 200 machines assembled went to

Jack Mullin to help relieve the much overworked Mag
netophons. The twenty machines for the A.B.C. installa
tions were operated in their key locations for time-delayed
broadcasting of network shows across the country. Their
performance in this first application is best related in the
following letter which was sent to Mr. Poniatoff at the close
of the season:

... commencing April 25, 1948, and continuing through
September 25, 1948 (a total of twenty-two weeks), the
American Broadcasting Company in Chicago recorded on
the Ampex, approximately seventeen hours per day. For
thse 26 Z8 hours of playback time the air time lost was less
than three minutes, a truly remarkable record. We believe

Harold W. Lindsay, a distinguished audio pioneer
and internationally recognized authority on
magnetic recording, helped lead Ampex Corporation
to success and growth and is currently special
consultant to that company's magnetic tape division.

that a large share of this successful operation was due to
the use of the Ampex tape recorder manufactured by your
company.

We wish to thank you for your splendid cooperation in
supplying us with this fine piece of equipment capable of
withstanding the severe conditions imposed during our de
layed daylight saving time program.

Very truly yours,
Frank Marx. V.P. in charge of
engineering
American Broadcasting Company

In all, 112 Model 200's were manufactured. At about the
halfway point in their production (the fall of 1948), we
had acquired enough experience and knowledge, as well as
input from our customers, to realize that we should con
sider the design of a new model. The Model 200 had
served to demonstrate conclusively that magnetic recording
had a lasting place, not only in radio broadcasting, but as
a more convenient and flexible means of mastering record
ings for phonograph record manufacturers.

In creating this first product in a field new to us, the
key premise in our design philosophy was "uncompromis
ing quality and unsurpassed reliability." In our intense
desire to assure that these elements were not jeopardized
we found ourselves with a product that was somewhat
over-designed.

With our newly developed knowledge and skills, espe
cially in the matter of magnetic head design, we were in a
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position to produce a recorder to follow the 200 at half·
the price; it could also be substantially smaller in size
and operate at half the tape speed (15 in./ sec.). It was
thought that the lower operating cost of 15 in./ sec. and
the reduced physical size would appeal also to users with
smaller monitoring and control rooms.

MODEL 300
In November, 1948, we set to work on a new project,

the result of which was to be our Model 300. Tape speed
would be halved and the dimensions reduced, but perform
ance and reliability kept as close to the 200 standards as
possible. By halving the tape speed, we could reduce the
reel size and tape length and still maintain the playing
time of the Model 200. This new 101h-inch reel, with
later modifications, eventually became the NAB standard.
This challenging assignment was pursued on an all-out
basis and the first production run was conducted in July
of 1949 when fifty units were manufactured. The first ma
chine off the line went to our good friend Jack Mullin.

The response in the market place was beyond our most
hopeful expectations. As a result, we were now faced with
a new set of problems-how to supply an unending rush
of orders. The "300" was an immediate success, and within
the first few years of the design's long lifetime in the
market place it was to be found in all of the major radio
networks as well as widely used in the smaller nets and
individual stations. The big name phonograph label record
manufacturers were all using the "300" for mastering and
editing.

The basic design of the "300" remained virtually un
changed throughout its lifetime until the late '60s; its solid
state version was introduced in 1966. In all, somewhere
around 20,000 Model 300s were manufactured during
this time.

The Model 300 received recognition in October 1950
when the publication Electrical Manufacturing presented
to Ampex a Certificate of Award for "outstanding achieve
ment in product development, design and engineering."

As noted earlier it had been decided in embarking on
the "300" development project to lessen the over-design
of the "200." Our goal was reduced size, weight and cost.

An Ampex alignment tape circa 1948. This is probably
the first professional alignment tape made in this
country. Ampex made these tapes available to
purchasers of Model 200 machines. Photo from
Jack Mullin's product museum, as shown at a recent
AES Convention.

--TOP "ABC" ENGINEER PnriJeJ AMPEX TAPE RECORDER
for the pa!ll lwo yoara tho American Broadeostinq Con1pony ho10succouh.dly used mOQnetic lQpe lor

rebrccdceet purposes. Tho 8im;i Crosby Show is on oul&tandinq Ollomplc Qf lhis uae.
However. commondnq April 25. 1948.or1d contfouinq throuQh September 2S, 1948. (a lota] ol lw(lnly-lwo

weeks!. tho American 8roudcaatinq Company in Chicoqo recorded on thutAMPEX. opproxlmotoly seventeen
hours per doy. for this 2618 hours of playboc;lc timo, 1ho air limo IMI wa1 loH tbO"nthroe minuto•: a tndy
remarkable record. We belie11e lbal a lerqe 1hnre ol lhlll 1uc<.'.fllful operalion wes due lo lhe \IH' of lhe
AMPEX l<1p11ro~rdor monulachued by yow- company.

We wish to 1ha1:1kyou lor yow 1phmdid cooperO"lionln 1upplyiI1q u• with lhi• 6.ne piece ol e.c¡uipment
capc¡ble cl ·Nith1100.dioqthe 11e11erecondillons i.mpoHd durioq our delayed

de:yliqht 1ovloq time proqrcun.
Vory ll'\l.ly youn,
FRANK MARX. V. P. in charqo of enqit1e-orinq
Arnerlemi Broodcastinq Company

/iet11' tke AMPEX
11.oom521, Fifth Floor, Hotol Shr~ftM,ChicAgo

The Ampex 300 appeared in early 1949, running at
15 in./sec. speed (also 7.5) and at both reduced size
and price from the 200. This was the first ad. Note
the specs.

while retaining reliability and outstanding performance.
Fortunately, the Model 300 retained a certain amount of
over-design, which some two years later. in 1950, proved
to our great advantage.

MODIFICATIO.NS
By I950, after the first year of "300" production, Ampex

started to receive requests to supply special modifications
of the basic "300" to be used, not for normal audio pur
poses, but for data recording in industrial, military and
scientific research. These highly specialized applications
were so tempting to us that we succumbed and entered
headlong into a development program which spurred us
into the new field of instrumentation data recording.

This is where the "excess" capability of the original
"300" design paid off. We were able to modify the trans
port to handle tape speeds from IYa in./sec. to well over
120 in./sec. By this time our skills in magnetic head design
and fabrication had advanced sufficiently to enable us to
produce narrower gap reproduce heads and multi-channel
heads with acceptable crosstalk.

MODEL 3200 DUPLICATOR
These developments enabled us to introduce the Model

3200 tape duplicator system (based on Model 300 modifi
cations), consisting of a high speed tape master playback
machine feeding banks of slave recorders. Thus it became
possible as well as practical to duplicate master tapes at
reasonable cost for retail sales of prerecorded high fidelity
tapes.

For instrumentation applications we also introduced
frequency modulation recording, as well as pulse code
modulation systems. We were then in a position to supply
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The author (left) with Alexander M. Poniatoff at the
introduction of the Ampex ATR-100.

record/reproduce equipment covering a wide range of data
requirements from direct current levels and digital coded
information, to high frequency signals well above the
audio range. This capability resulted in Models 301, 302.
303/ 311. and others. Instrumentation magnetic tape re
cording was here to stay and Ampex was to remain as an
important influence on the growth of this new technology.

Entrance into the instrumentation field did not de-em
phasize our efforts in the audio field. New audio models
were forthcoming. The 400 series, which had been first
manufactured late in 1949, was upgraded to become the
40 I hut turned out to be the least successful of the early
introductions. having a relatively short life in the audio
market place. In 1952, Model 350/351 was first introduced
and became a very popular professional recorder. evolving
through the years and a number of revisions.

THE MYSTERIOUS VISITOR
It was at this time ( 1952) that an interesting incident

occurred at Ampex. Mr. Poniatoff received a phone call
from a New York banker who stated that an important
visitor would soon be coming to our facilities. Though he
could not disclose the identity of the mysterious guest or
the purpose of his visit, he did indicate that it could result
in important new business for Ampex.

On arriving, the visitor introduced himself as "Mr. Ed
wards," without bothering to disclose why his large gold
cuff links and tie pin carried the initials "M.T."

Early in the conversation that followed, "Mr. Edwards"
inquired whether the people at Ampex had seen Cinerama
(the initial public screenings had occurred just before the
visit) and if we could record sound on photographic film
prints with magnetic striping.

His next inquiry, whether Ampex had done any work in
stereophonic sound recording, was effectively answered by

a very impressive demonstration. Our demo of three
channel stereophonic playback, using theater-type loud
speaker systems, satisfied our visitor, who finally confessed
that his name was not Edwards at all, but Mike Todd!

Mr. Todd was so impressed with what he had seen (and
heard) that he made an on-the-spot decision to select
Ampex to produce the sound system for the Todd-AO
motion picture system (a further improvement on the
Cinerama development).

While working on the Todd-AO project. Ampex devel
oped a four-track multi-directional sound system which
was introduced in 1953 and was featured in the first Cine
mascope film, The Robe. Two years later, Oklahoma! was
premiered with Ampex six-track sound; it was literally
an Oscar-winning performance. Other design advances
emerged, and by 1967 Ampex had installed sound systems
in theaters around the world.

In 1967 we introduced a solid state, improved version
of our wide screen multichannel systems. But these sys
tems, though widely acclaimed, remained on the market
for only about two years. The interest in super-wide screen
presentations was diminishing and sales were dropping off.
Ampex had to face facts and retire from the motion pic
ture sound business.

CONSUMER AUDIO
Let us look back now on an earlier year-1954. It was

in this year that Ampex introduced the Model 600, in
tended initially for the professional market as rack-mounted
modules or as a single case portable assembly. This re
corder became the second Ampex product to achieve dis
tinction by receiving an award for design excellence and
has become the Ampex audio product wtih the greatest
total sales volume.

The adaptation of this design to produce the Model 612
brought about the company's entry into the consumer audio
field. The 612 was shown at the Ampex booth at the Na
tional Association of Music Merchants Show in the sum
mer of 1955 and created broad interest as the world's first
stereophonic music system for home use. Subsequently
Ampex established a consumer division. separate from
professional audio and continued with a long series of

A new model appeared in 1950. This is an Ampex 400.
the first portable machine designed to professional
standards. It was also the first machine to provide for
both the level and microphone input. It operates at
7.5 or 15 in./sec. speed. Photo from Jack Mu/fin's
product museum as shown at a recent AES Convention.
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product introductions for a period of sixteen years before
phasing out of what had become a highly competitive
market place.

To cover all of the consumer products developed through
that period is beyond the scope of this article. However
the following account has such historic significance that
it is included.

FOUR-TRACK STEREO TAPE
In attempting to develop interest in home music appli

cations for prerecorded tape, Ampex, in introducing the
stereophonic Model 612, had by 1957 come to the realiza
tion that tape could not compete price-wise with phono
graph records unless higher tape packing density could be
achieved. The resulting engineering effort brought forth in
1958 the four-track stereophonic head. With the introduc
tion of this new head Ampex hoped to coax tape dupli
cators into immediately bringing out four-track prere
corded tapes, and thereby stimulate sales of stereo tape
recorders. The idea didn't take hold, so Ampex decided
to take the initiative and enter the duplicating field. The
importance of such a facility to the developing home music
industry is suggested by the fact that within eighteen
months following Ampex's introduction of four-track
stereo heads, 750,000 tape recorders had been sold by
major manufacturers!

Jn June 1959, Ampex formed United Stereo Tapes (later
Ampex Stereo Tapes) and acquired duplication rights for
some of the leading phonograph record labels. These in
cluded Verve, MGM, Warner Bros., Mercury, and later
London. Elk Grove Village, a suburb of Chicago, became
the company's custom duplication center. Equipment con
sisted of Ampex 3200, and later ADM-500 and AD-150
duplicators. Through the years this facility has developed
into one of the largest and most complete establishments
of its kind.

During the decade 1955-1964, Ampex audio engineering
personnel found themselves under heavy pressure to carry
on the development programs in which they had become
involved. These were the consumer product lines, tape
duplication equipment and motion picture sound systems.
For the most part new product introductions in profes
sional audio had slowed down.

Only two new professional recorders were introduced
in this period; the PR-JO in 1959 and the MR-70 in 1964.
The PR-10 enjoyed good acceptance and was continued
until its successor, the AG-500, was marketed in 1967.
The MR-70, an outstanding design concept for its time,
was to have been a state-of-the-art recorder at its introduc
tion, incorporating many mechanical refinements and the
best that advanced tubes and nuvistors had to offer. Unfor
tunately, the development project was timed badly, start
ing too late to put the recorder in the market place before
the onset of the solid-state audio era.

The last of the 350 series, the AG-350 (with transistor
electronics), became the basis for the design of a new
line of very successful recorders, the AG-440, released in
1967. The years 1967 and 1968 brought many new product
introductions. During this time the AG-500, AG-440, AG-
440-8, AG-600, the 3400, and the large (12, 16 & 24-track)
multichannel AG-1000 and MM-1000 machines were
released.

MULTICHANNEL RECORDERS
The decade which followed 1967 to the present brought

great emphasis on engineering large multichannel record
ers and high speed duplication equipment. Duplicators ap
peared in 1969 with the BLM-200, in 1971 the CD-200
and in 1972 the AD-15. Introduced in 1973 was the multi
channel MM-1100.

The years 1974 and 1975 were without new audio prod
uct introductions and some concern was shown in the
industry; was Ampex about to give up its position of
leadership in professional audio? What was not known by
outsiders at the time was that this two-year stretch was
devoted to perfecting products to be announced in 1976.
a new and improved multitrack, the MM-1200, a highly
perfected portable, the ATR-700, and a state-of-the-art
analog audio recorder, the ATR-100.

The public display and demonstration date for the latter
unit was the May 4, 1976 opening of the 54th Convention
of the Audio Engineering Society in Los Angeles.

ORRADIO INDUSTRIES
It is pertinent at this point to recall an event in 1949,

although at the time it was not related in any way to
Ampex. It was destined in years ahead, however to play
a prominent part in the affairs of the company.

We have already referred to the two German Magneto
phons that had been sent home after World War II by
John T. Mullin and how they influenced Ampex's entrance
into the field of magnetic recording. Somewhat paralleling
this development was the establishment of ORRadio In
dustries in Opelika, Alabama, in 1949 by Major Herbert
Orr. Orr had also sent home a war souvenir Magnetophon
and had, in addition, acquired a formula for making tape.
Ten years later the firm. then known as Orr Industries,
producing Irish brand tape, was acquired by Ampex and
eventually became the magnetic tape division.

From this point forward the Ampex tape division placed
increasing emphasis on tape development and improvement
of manufacturing processes along with the development of
a responsive marketing organization. All of this over the

YOUR "FISH SCALE" WAS DESIGNED
TO WEIGH FISH!

The Tentel tape tension gage is designed to diagnose
problems in your magnetic tape equipment. Throw away
your fish scales (or put them in your tackle box where
they belong). The TENTELOMETERwill measure tape
tension while your transport is in operation, so you
can "see" how your transport is handling your tape
... smooth, proper tension for quality recording? or
oscillating high or low tensions causing pitch problems,
wow and flutter?
"See" what your heads "See" and HEARthe difference.
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years added up to wide acceptance and the winning of an
important share of the tape market.

ATR-100
The acquired skills of tape design, formulation ,and

processing which allowed the tailoring of a new product to
specific performance parameters paid off in a big way
during the development of the ATR-100. For now Ampex
had the advantage of being a company with design skills
in both recorder and tape technologies. The result was the
introduction of the ATR-100 and Ampex 456 Grand
Master tape as "go together" products. One was designed
to be used with the other to bring out the maximum per
formance of each in true synergistic relationship.

History had repeated itself, for just forty years before,
the German A.E.G. & I.G. Farben companies had teamed
up with their respective skills to create the Magnetophon
and its tape.

As we pause at the close of this commemorative year.
it may be useful to survey the state of our knowledge and
accomplishment, and address the question: Just how far
have we come in these past thirty years? Perhaps some
insight can be derived from a simple comparison of the
performance specifications of two products representative
of then and now, i.e. the Model 200 and the ATR-1 OO.

DIGITAL VS. ANALOG
As I look over my shoulder at some thirty-plus years of

trying to meld art and science in this expanding industry,
a thought keeps recurring: in a rapidly evolving technol
ogy, today's state-of-the-art can be ancient history by
tomorrow.

Model 200 vs. ATR-100: Comparative Performances

Ampex ATR-100
Measurement Model 200 Ampex

Overall Frequency Within± 1dB Within± 0.75 dB
Response at ~ 30 30to15kHz 200Hz-20 kHz
in/sec Within ± 2.00 dB

35Hz-28kHz
Signal-to-noise- 30Hz to 15kHz 30Hz-18 kHz
ratio taken at 30 Unweighted Unweighted
in/sec AES over 60 dB 77 dB
full-track.
SystemDistortion Using 3MCo. UsingAmpex 456

Type 55 Tape (Grand Master)
4% intermodu- tapeSMPTE
lation distortion at intermodulation
peak meter reading distortion e; 1.0o/r
with "harmonic" at recorded flux
distortion not level of 370
exceeding5% nWb/m(OVU)
10dBabove peak

co I Flutter & Wow
meter reading.

I'-
O') "Undetectable NAB rms
>- wowand flutter unweighted at.._ content even in the 30 in/sec 0.03%co
::l most susceptibleeco program material"...,
..e SpeedAccuracy ± 0.03% ± 0.03%
"C

RewindTime 5 .400ft. (0.002" 2400 ft. (0.0015"
thick tape) (36min. thick tape)
P.T.) 1.75minutes 2.7 minutes

~~

Already the industry is looking to digital audio record
ing. Digital-to-analogue conversions of 15 bit/ 50 kHz
scan and greater need no longer be regarded as "humpty
dumpty" propositions. It is now possible to make the ana
logue-digital conversion and put all the pieces together
properly. High performance systems are at hand and these
most certainly will find their first use in super-critical mas
tering applications.

Will analogue audio recording survive the challenge of
the digital assault? As a practical and relatively simple ap
proach, analogue recording should continue unretarded in
its amazing growth. Its position in the industry should be
strengthened through supportive interaction with the newer
technology rather than being reduced to obolescence. We
can all recall that the advent of magnetic tape did not spell
doom for the disc, but instead helped greatly in its revitali
zation.

In the foregoing we have glanced back some thirty years.
At this point do we dare guess what may lie ahead over a
similar period?

Other audio recording possibilities have already sug
gested themselves. Vastly improved optical and electron
beam recording systems are just around the corner. But
where will the next giant step take us? We should not over
look the progress which has already taken place in the
development and miniaturization of magnetic core memo
ries. With their almost limitless potential as memory storage
devices, there are exciting possibilities for magnetic re
cording/ playback static systems, sans-tape, where motion
stability will no longer be a concern, when the only moving
system elements will be magnetic lines of force and elec
trons. •
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@)Classified
Closing date is the fifteenth of the second month preceding the date of issue.
Send copies to: Classified Ad Dept.
db THE SOUND ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
1120 Old Country Road, Plainview, New York 11803

Rates are 50¢ a word for commercial advertisements.
Employment offered or employment wanted ads are accepted at 25¢ per word.
Frequency discounts: 3 times, 10%; 6 times, 20%; 12 times, 33%.
db Box number: $1.00 per issue.

All classified ads must be prepaid. Frequency discount
advertisements are to be prepaid in advance.

AST: THE PROFESSIONAL SOUND
STORE. Full line of ALTEC, CROWN,
CERWIN-VEGA, E-V, GAUSS, SHURE,
SUNN, and ATLAS pro sound equip
ment; factory authorized service on most
speakers. Large stock of ALTEC, GER
WIN-VEGA and E-V replacement dia
phragm assemblies available. AST, 281
Church St., New York, N.Y. 10013.
(212} 226-7781.

SOUNDESIGNS, Inc., authorized 3M
dealership, selling and servicing all 3M
professional machines: 24-, 16-, 8-, 4-,
and 2-track and Selectake II: Sounde
signs, Inc., 313 W. 57th St., Suite 2A,
New York, N.Y. 10019. (212} 765-7790.

AUDIO and VIDEO
On a Professional Level

Lebow Labs specializes in equip
ment sales, systems engineering,
and installation-full service and
demonstration facilities in-house.
We represent over 200 manufac
turers of professional and semi
professional equipment for record
ing, broadcast, sound reinforce
ment, and for commercial sound.
Call or write for information and
pricing.

LEBOW LABS, INC.
424 Cambridge St.

Allston (Boston} Mass. 02134
(617} 782-0600

FOR SALE

AMPEX SERVICE COMPANY: Complete
factory service for Ampex equipment;
professional audio; one-inch helical
scan video; video closed circuit cam
eras; video systems; instrumentation
and consumer audio. Service available at
2201 Lunt Avenue, Elk Grove Village,
IL 60007; 500 Rodier Drive, Glendale,
CA 91201; 75 Commerce Way, Hacken
sack, NJ 07601.

SOUNDCRAFT MIXING CONSOLES for
recording and sound reinforcement
available exclusively in New England at:
K&L Pro Audio, 75 N. Beacon St., Wat
ertown, Mass. 02172. (617} 926;61 OO.

NAB ALUMINUM FLANGES. We manu
facture 8", 101/2", & 14". Also, larger
flanges and special reels to order. Stock
delivery of assembly screws & nuts &
most aluminum audio, video, & com
puter reels. For pricing, call or write
Records Reserve Corp., 56 Harvester
Ave., Batavia, N.Y. (716} 343-2600.

SOUND SYSTEM design and installa
tion, loudspeaker enclosures for profes
sional applications, custom passive
crosssover assemblies, room equaliza
tion, road equipment cases, touring
sound rental. K&L Pro Audio, 75 N.
Beacon St., Watertown, Mass. (617}
926-6100.

INCOME TAX SPECIALIST
TO

SOUND MIXERS
SOUND ENGRS.
PAUL MILLER
26 COURT ST.

BKLYN, N.Y.11201
BY MAIL ORAPPT.

N.Y. 212-339-0447
800-824-5136 Op. 43

CALIF. 800-852-7631Op.43

SPECTRA SONICS custom console 16 X
16, 32 pan pots. Currently in use; good
quiet board. $10,000 or best offer. Fifth
Floor Recording. (513} 651-1871.

TEST RECORD for equalizing stereo
systems. Helps you sell equalizers and
installation services. Pink noise in 1/3
octave bands, type QR-2011-1 @ $20.
Used with precision sound level meter
or B & K 2219S. B&K Instruments, Inc.,
S111 W. 164th St., Cleveland, Ohio
44142.

NAPD Bolt 281 McLHn, V•. 22101
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NAGY SHEAR-TYPE TAPE SPLICERS

~

FOR CASSETTE ~ &
¥1 IN. TAPES
• HAND·CRAFTED
• FIELD PROVEN
• FAST, ACCURATE
•SELF-SHARPENING
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FOR SALE

RAZOR BLADES, single edge; tape ed
iting. RALTEC,25884 Highland, Cleve
land, Ohio 44143.

AMPEX, SCULLY, TASCAM, all major
professional audio lines. Top dollar
trade-ins, 15 minutes George Washing
ton Bridge. Professional Audio Video
Corporation, 342 Main St., Paterson,
N.J. 07505. (201) 523-3333.

THE RESONATOR is more than a re
verb. Designedfor use with any console,
including Tascam. $359.00. Dyma, Box
1697, Taos, N.M. 87571. ·

RACK LABS active fixed or variable fre
quency crossovers, disco mixers, and
ULF (subsonic) filters. Write: 136 Park
St. New Haven, Ct. 06511.

SOUND WORKSHOP rnrxmq consoles,
reverbs and support equipment setting
new standards in the semi-pro industry
available in New England at: K&L Pro
Audio, 75 N. Beacon St., Watertown,
Mass. 02172. (617) 926-61OO.

AMPEX-INOVONICS8-track in Formica
roll-around. Beautifully built, $5,000.
Ampex AG 500-2 portable, $700. AKG
CK9 capsules, new, ·$99 each. Altee
604E in custom cabinets, $400 for pair.
Scotch 1" leader on hubs in box, $1
each. Ampex tape, 406-456, all widths,
at great prices. If you need: AKG, Altee,
BGW, Klipsch, TAPCO,Tascam, Maxell,
MXR, E-V, dbx, Ampex tape, Frazier,
Sennheiser, Anvil, Micro-Seiki, Edita!,
Watts, Philips, Onkyo, Auratone, and
more, call us. Sheffield Recordings/The
Sound Factory, 2153Yi York Rd., Timo
nium, Md. 21093. (301) 252-3480/
2226.

MODERNRECORDINGTECHNIQUE,by
Robert E. Runstein. The only book cov
ering all aspects of multi-track pop
music recording from microphones thru
disc cutting. For engineers, producers,
and musicians. $9.95 prepaid. Robert E.
Runstein, 1105 Massachusetts Ave.,
#4E, Cambridge, Mass. 02138.

TASCAM,TEAC, SoundWorkshop, NaK
amichi, Otari, dbx, MXR, Dynaco, ADS,
Eventide, E-V, Shure, Maxell, Ampex,
AKG Pro, Beyer, UREI,Stax, Sennheiser,
TAPCO, BGW,and more! Send for price
quotes. Zimet Pro Audio, Dept. DB,
1038 Northern Blvd., Roslyn, N.Y.
11576.

FREE CATALOG & AUDIO APPLICATIONS
CONSOLES

KITS & WIRED
AMPLIFIERS

MIC., EQ, ACN,LINE,
TAPE, DISC, POWER

OSCILLATORS
AUDIO, TAPE BIAS

POWER SUPPLIES

..o
"O

1033 N. SYCAMORE AVE.
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90038
(213) 934-3566

CLASSES IN
MUSIC RECORDING

Record Production
Publishing

Disc Mastering
Film Recording

Taught by famous eng
ineers and producers. Heid
in 16/24 track recording
studios.
University of SoundArts
2040Aveue of the Stars
Century City, CA. 90067

(213)553-4742

FACTORYDIRECTPRICES:Microphone
cables, snakesand accessories.Write or
phone for Free Catalog and prices.
Concertaudio Labs, Mt. Hope, N.Y.
10963. (914) 386-4330.

MOM'S WHOLESALEAPPLE PIE 9-in/
2-out mixer by Gatley, excellent condi
tion, $1,200.(212)380-1051,N.Y.C.

REELS AND BOXES 5" and 7" large
and small hubs; heavy duty white boxes.
W-M Sales, 1118 Dula Circle, Duncan
ville, Texas 75116. (214) 296-2773.

AMPEX AG 440-4, Altee 8 x 4 board
(needs work), w/new Waters faders.
Each$2,500or best offer. (612)253-6510
(Minnesota).

STAGE I STUDIO I BROADCASTaudio
systems:AKG, Allison Research,Amber,
Amco., A.P.I., Audiotronics, Beyer, Can
non, dbx, E-V,EventideClockworks, Ivie,
JBL, Lexicon, MicMix, MRL,MXR,Nagra,
Neotek, Neumann, Nortronics, Orban/
Parasound, Orange County, Otari, Pul
tec, Robins, Russco,Scully, Sennheiser,
Sescom,Shure,Sony,Soundcraft,Speck,
Switchcraft, Spectra Sonics, 3M, Tas
cam, Technics, White, UREI plus many
more. For further information on these
and other specialty items from our fac
tory operations contact: Midwest Sound
Co., 4346 W. 63rd St., Chicago, Ill.
60629. (312) 767-7272.

FOR SALE: Disc cutting system of
these hit albums: C.S.N., Procol
Harum, Manassas, Eagles' "One of
These Nights," Wishbone Ash, Joe
Walsh, and more, plus singles.

Scully lathe, HAECO driver and
HAECOrebuilt Westrex head. Includ
ed is entire chain except tape
machine.
A deal at $19,000.

Criteria Recording Studios
1755 N.E. 149th St.
Miami, Fla. 33181
(305) 947-5611

AMPEX 300. 352, 400, 450 USERS-for
greater SIN ratio, replace first playback
stage 12SJ7 with our plug-in transistor
preamp. For specifications, write VIF In
ternational, Box 1SSS, Mountain View,
Ca. 94042. (408) 739-9740.

TEXASSTUDIOSUPPLY.Lowest prices!
dbx, Sennheiser, TAPCO, AKG, MRL
alignment tapes, etc. 2036Pasket,Hous
ton, Texas 77092.

CUTTERHEADREPAIRSERVICEfor all
models Westrex, HAECO, Grampian.
Modifications done on Westrex. Avoid
costly down time; 3-day turnaround upon
receipt. Send for free brochure: Interna
tional Cutterhead Repair, 194 Kings
Ct., Teaneck, N.J. 07666. (201) 837-
1289.

WE'VE GONE 16-TRACK and have a
Scully 8-track w/sync master for sale at
$6,500. Edenwood Recording Studios.
(214) 630-6196.

RCACUSTOMCONSOLE,24 x 16, used
in RCA recording studio. $12,000.(213)
657-4564.

YAMAHA PM-1000-24new demo unit,
$7,000. Interface series 100-24 rental
unit, $4,000.A&H Quasi 10x 2 newdemo
unit, $990. Unistage, Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.
Call Bob (716) 853-6500.

SERVICEMEN- Cleaners, Lubricants.
Adhesives for all electronic repairs.
Write for free catalog. Projector-Recorder
Belt Corp., Box 176, Whitewater, WI
S3190. (414) 473-21S1.

E-V SENTRYIll monitors, $900; Master
ing Lab "Big Red" monitors, $1,300;
Scully 280-Btape deck with console and
remote, $2,800; Pandora Time Line,
$2,600; Sony MX-16 mixer, 8-in/4-out,
$300. Audio-Trak Recording. (815) 968-
2902.

MAXELL, AMPEX, Capitol and Colum
bia reel tape; bulk and custom loaded.
Custom length duplicator cassettes.
Reels, boxes, leader tape, splicers. For
complete catalog, write Omega Audio
Products, Box 39253, Redford, Michi
gan 48239.

REVOXTAPE DECK A-77 Model 1104/
remote control, $450; Stellamaster
SM?, 7Y2-15" (head block switchable)
with 10Y2" reel plus accessories,
$3,500; Sennheiser MKH 405 mies (2),
$500; Stax earphones (SRX & SRD-7),
$200; Stax SRA 10S preamp, $250;
Paoli amplifiers, Model 60M (2), $500;
TDK cassettes, SA C90, virgin, negoti
able. All in excellent condition. (201)
S67-5062.
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PRO AUDIO EQUIPMENT
AND SERVICES

P.A. and custom touring sound
systems, studio equipment and
turn key installations, theater and
disco sound. Representing over
100 audio lines including: AKG.
Allen & Heath, Alembic, Altee,
Ampex, B&W, Beyer, BGW, Cetec,
Gerwin-Vega, Celestlon, Commu
nity Light and Sound, dbx, Denon,
Dokorder, Dynaco, Emilar, ESS
Pro, E-U, Forsythe Audio, Fons Fur
man, Gallien-Kruger, Gale, Gauss.
Goldring, Grace, J&H Formula 4.
Kelsey, Koss, Lamb, Langevin, 3M.
3A, Marantz, Meteor, Mitsubishi.
Maxell, Malatchi, MXR-Pro, Otari,
Russound, Revox. SAEC. Senn
heiser, Scotch, Shure, Sonab,
Sound Craftsman, Soundcraft,
Sound Workshop, Sony, Switch
craft, Sescom. Stax, Supex, Tapco,
TDK, Tascam, Technics, TEAC,
Thorens, Uher, West Penn. All
equipment on display in a work
ing environment. Competitive pric
ing and comprehensive service.

K&L Pro Audio
75 N. Beacon St.

Watertown, Mass. 02172
(617) 926-6100 (Att. Ken Berger)

THE LIBRARY ... Sound effects re
corded in STEREO using Dolby through
out. Over 350 effects on ten discs.
$100.00. Write The Library, P.O. Box
18145, Denver, Colo. 80218.

BELTS. All forms of drive belts and
idler wheels for over 3,000 makes and
models of professional and audio/visual
equipment. Send for free catalog: deal
ership and rebuilding service available.
Projector-Recorder Belt Corp., Box 176,
Whitewater, Wis. 53190.

NEW ASSEMBLED MIC CABLES In
seven colors, two thicknesses; not a
me-too copy of 'existing cables. Further
info, Sound Applications, 342 Lexington
Ave., Mt. Kisco, N.Y. 10549. (914) 241-
0034.

EXCEPTIONAL OFFERING, like new:
EMT 930 turntable with extras; Revox
A-77 2-track deck; (13) Dynaco Mark Ill
power amps, 35 watts per channel; (4)
Dynaco Model 70A stereo amps 70
watts; (2) Dyflaco Mark IV amps, 40
watts; Cinema Eng. type 9205-A de
gausser ten inch reel size; Sony 1-inch
color video recorder, Model EV-320; JBL
5306 pro-mixer; Sony Model CLP-18
video color pack; original Norden Bornb
sight, good condition, minus power sup
ply; Philips sound delay machine EL
6911/02 multi-head tape loop de'ay sys
tem; (4) Scully 280 electronics 280 se
ries; (5) Technics turntables SL 110A.
Cinema/Sound Ltd. (212) 799-6940.

PATCHBAYS ... New from Nexus. All
Switchcraft; 96 holes, 2 double rows of
24. Front panel is norrnalled and fully
wired to back panel which terminates in
standard RCA jacks. This unit is com
plete and ready to interface with TEAC
Tascam, dbx, phase shifters, echo units,
etc. wtih no soldering! Just plug this
patchbay into your studio and start re
cording with more flexibility. Just $289.
Nexus Inc. 50 Chuckanutt Dr., Oakland,
N.J. 07436. (201) 337-0707.

FOR SALE: MCI JH-528 recording con
sole wtih producer's area, $46,000; re
placing with new automated JH-528-8
Plasma Display. Sound 80, Inc. (612)
721-6341.

WANTED

WANTED: Universal Audio Model 1008
tube prearnps, up to 30 each. Artists'
Engineering, 14444 Skyline Blvd.,
Woodside, Ca. 94062. (415) 851-0388.

WANTED: RECORDING CONSOLE 16-in/
16-out; 16-track recorder; misc. equip
ment. (201) 359-5520.

EMPLOYMENT

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER. Multiple stu
dio, 24-track recording studio of excel
lent reputation seeks an experienced
maintenance engineer to work with, pri
marily, MCI equipment. Must have a
minimum of three year's experience with
multi-track recorders and consoles, and
with contemporary peripheral equipment.
Appropriate education may be substi
tuted for one year's experience. Individ
ual must have the ability to work wtih
extremely high standards, and to work
closely with people. Excellent location.
Salary commensurate with qualifications.
Repy with resume and letter of introduc
tion to db, Dept. 12, 1120 Old Country
Rd., Plainview, N.Y. 11803.

REX HUMBARD ministry has immediate
opening for audio maintenance engineer.
At least five years experience in record
ing studio-type equipment. Sorne na
tional and international travel required.
Send resume to David Ginaven, 2690
State Rd., Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 44223.

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/WIREMAN;
recording studio in midtown Manhattan;
experienced schematic reading, wiring,
testing; assistance in studio maintenance.
Call (212) 687-9030.

EXPERIENCED MUSIC MIXER
Major N.Y.C. studio. New auto
mated 24-track. Send resume to
Dept. 83, db Magaz:ine, 1120 Old
Country Rd., Plainview, N.Y.
11803.

A Public Service of This Magazine~ t.!
& The Advertising Council lOUlCI

''I'd rather
supply than
demand:'

Like any businessperson, the
minority supplier's reason for being
in business is to produce goods and
services, provide gainful employ
ment, and to make profits and pro
gress in line with her qualifications
to contribute to the general
economic good.

In short, she'd rather get her
share by doing her share.

Any good businessperson can
appreciate this - and what's more,
help make it happen- through the
National Minority Purchasing
Council, Inc.

The Council, a not-for-profit
corporation, has been in the busi
ness of promoting increased pur
chases from minority-owned firms
for five years. In that short time,
it has scored impressive gains.

The chief executive officers of
about a thousand major U.S. firms
have committed their support
to the concept. And purchases by
participating companies from
minority-owned firms are up from
$86 million in 1972 to$ 700
million in 1976.

The goal for 1977 is one
billion dollars.

It's reasonable and it can be at
tained if every business executive
in a position to help, does. Call
(202) 466-7077, or write:
National Minority Purchasing Council, Inc.
1925 K Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20006

National Minority
Purchasing Council, Inc.
Our strongest recommendation
is a business recommendation

CD......•
())
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@:)People/Places/Happenings

• Coming from the Cetec Corpora
tion, John F. Schneider has been ap
pointed by the McMartin Company,
of Omaha, Neb., as sales manager for
the Northwest area. Mr. Schneider's
address is 13516 89th Pl., N.E., Kirk
land, Wa. 98033.

• The Georgia World Congress Cen
ter in Atlanta, Georgia will be the
site of the International High Fidelity
Show, running May 19-21, 1978. Man
ufacturers and importers may secure
floor plans and show data from the
International High Fidelity Show, 331
Madison Ave., New York, N.Y.
10017. (212) 682-4802.

• While maintaining his post as na
tional sales manager, Mike Govorko
has assumed the position of vice pres
ident of marketing for VOR Indus
tries, of Anaheim, Ca. Mr. Govorko
has been with VOR since January,
1977; prior to that he was with Wal
lichs Music Cty.

cor-,
(j)

• The position of general sales man
ager for all consumer electronics prod
ucts at Sanyo Electric Inc. of Comp
ton, Ca. has been filled by Art West
burg. Mr. Westburg has been with
Sanyo since 1975 in the capacity of a
national sales manager for radios and
tape recorders. He is replacing Bill
Kirsch, who has resigned to form his
own rep company.

• Gary T. Draffen has been pro
moted to the post of vice president of
the OEM components division at U.S.
Pioneer Electronics Corp., of Moo
nachie, N.J. This is an enlargement of
Mr. Draffen's previous position as
general manager for OEM of the
components division.

• A new division for the purpose of
acquiring and operating radio and tel
evision stations and related properties
has been formed by A-T-O Inc. of
Willoughby, Ohio. Under the designa
tion, A-T-O Communications Divi
sion, the venture will operate out of
Los Angeles, headed by Saul L. Rosen
zweig. Mr. Rosenzweig has owned
and managed television stations in va
rious parts of the country during the
past twenty years.

Dr. Peter Goldmark, former
head of engineering research and
retired president of CBS Labora
tories, died in an automobile acci
dent at the age of 71 early in
December. Dr. Goldmark worked
continuously on innovations in
audio and communications, but
was known chiefly for his con
nection with the long-playing rec
ord, developed in the CBS Lab
under his direction. Dr. Goldmark
was also active in the development
of color television and, most re
cently, work on electronic video
recording, which made the video
cassette possible. During. his term
as head of the CBS Lab, engineers
at the lab also developed the
sapphire stylus which replaced the
steel needle, vinyl plastic to take
the place of shellac, a lightweight
tone arm, and a smoother-run
ning turntable, developments
spurred by the needs of the long
playing record. After his retire
ment in 1971, Dr. Goldmark be
came interested in establishing
television and data communica
tions between widely scattered
groups of people. To achieve these
ends, he established his own com
pany, Goldmark Communications
Corp., a subsidiary of Warner
Communications, Inc.

Dr. Goldmark was born in
Hungary in 1906, obtained his
technical education in Germany
and Vienna, and came to the U.S.
in 1933. His association with the
Columbia Broadcasting System
commenced in 1936. Recipient of
many honors, Dr. Goldmark
received his last award in Novem
ber, 1977, when he received the
National Medal of Science from
President Carter at a White House
ceremony.

• Moving up from the post of sales
manager, Robert P. Farrell has been
appointed vice president for sales at
B & K Instruments, Inc. of Cleveland,
Ohio. Prior to joining B & K in 1974,
Mr. Farrell headed Farrell Associates.

• John A. Young has been elected
president and chief operating officer
of the Hewlett-Packard Company in
Palo Alto, Ca., replacing founder Wil
liam R. Hewlett in the presidency.
Mr. Hewlett will continue as the com
pany's chief executive officer with the
designation of Chairman of the Exec
utive Committee. Mr. Young comes
from the position of executive vice
president. His post has been filled by
Dean O. Morton.

• A new engineering group devoted
to supporting contractors, consultants,
architects, and engineers has been
formed at the Altee Lansing Sound
Products Division, Anaheim, Ca. Fo
calizing the new service is Bob Davis
as Director of Systems/ Applications
Engineering. Joining Mr. Davis are
Dr. Rex Sinclair, acoustical expert,
engineer Chris Foreman, and techni
cal writer George Westbrook.

• An in-depth directory of more than
100 recording studios in northern Cal
ifornia has been published by BAM
Publications under the name THE
MIX. The directory is distributed free
to recording personnel and musicians.
available from BAM, P.O. Box 6395.
Berkeley, Ca. 94706.

• Harold J. Newman has been ap
pointed vice president for marketing
at Lectrosonics, Inc. of Albuquerque,
New Mexico. Mr. Newman had pre
viously been with printer Good Im
pressions, of Mill Valley. Ca., which
he had co-founded.

• Soundmixers, a million-dollar "super
studio" opened on September 15 at
1619 Broadway, New York City. The
plush facility, under the direction of
Harry Hirsh, has three 24-track re
cording studios, outsized control rooms,
an experimental 16-track studio, a
state-of-the-art electronic music cen
ter and a complete range of editing,
film and videotape equipment.
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The technique of creative sound recording has never been
more complex than it is today. The proliferation of new
devices and techniques require the recording engineer to
operate on a level of creativity somewhere between a
technical superman and a virtuoso knob-twirler. This is a
difficult and challenging road. But John Woram's new book
will chart the way.

The Recording Studio Handbook is an indispensable guide.
It is the audio industry's first complete handbook that deals
with every important aspect of recording technology.

Here are the eighteen chapters:

•The Decibel
•Sound
• Microphone Design
•Microphone Technique
• Loudspeakers
• Echo and Reverberation
• Equalizers
•Compressors, Limiters
and Expanders

•Flanging and Phasing
•Tape and Tape Recorder
Fundamentals

•Magnetic Recording Tape
•The Tape Recorder
•Tape Recorder
Alignment

• Noise and Noise
Reduction Principles

•Studio Noise Reduction
Systems

•The Modern Recording
Studio Console

•The Recording Session
•The Mixdown Session

In addition, there is a 36-page glossary, a bibliography and
five other valuable appendices.
John Woram is the former Eastern vice president of the
Audio Engineering Society, and was a recording engineer at
RCA and Chief Engineer at Vanguard Recording Society. He
is now president of Woram Audio Associates.
This hard cover text has been selected by several universities
for their audio training programs. With 496 pages and
hundreds of illustrations, photographs and drawings, it is an
absolutely indispensable tool for anyone interested in the
current state of the recording art.

Use the coupon at the right to order your copy of The
Recording Studio Handbook. The price is only $35.00, sent
to you with a 15-day money-back guarantee.

--------------w-

SAGAMORE PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.
1120 Old Country Road, Plainview,N.Y.11803
Yes! Pleasesend_copies of The RecordingStudio Handbook
at $35.00 each. On 15-<layapproval.

Address _

City/State/Zip _

Total Amount _

N.Y.S.Residentsadd appropriate salestax _

Enclosedin payment for$------
Outside U.S.A.add $2.00 for postage

I
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